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INDIAN HISTORY ALONG THE KENNEBEC. 
The story of the Indian in the region of the Kennebec is one 
full of interest to all citizens of the State of Maine. It is not 
-xpected that we shall be able in this short account to mention 
ill the details of the stirring events of the time which elapsed 
between the date when Indian history in this region begins and 
jnds. Our purpose is to briefly state the story of the leading 
;vents of that stirring period. 
The date to be selected as the starting point is hard to de-
,ermine. The Indian tribes east of the Conneticut river were 
mown by the name of Abenaquois. But this name came in time 
,o be restricted largely to those Indians who lived along the 
iennebec from Merrymeeting Bay to Moosehead Lake. The 
lame has come to have the spelling, Abenakis. The Indians 
vere well disposed toward the whites and made no attempts to 
;reate trouble till after the Plymouth Colonists had carried out 
heir methods of kidnapping and pillaging. As was natural their 
aith and good will was transformed into suspicion and hatred, 
from this grew trouble, which at times was very disastrous. 
5 
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The first glimpse of the redman of this valley is obtained in 
the accounts of Captain Gilbert. These are very meagre but 
give something of a picture of Sebeiioa and his tribe as they 
wandered through the forest unrestricted and fearless. The 
next recorded arrival of white men among the Indians is that of 
Edward Winslow and others of the Plymouth Colony in the fall 
of 1(>2.">. Three years later a trading post is established at 
Cuslmoc (Augusta), and the white man comes more in contact 
with the chili! of nature. For thirty-four years this post was 
continued as the trading base with the Indians. But during this 
time, sorry to relate, the English did nothing for the Indians in 
the way of educational or religious training. I t remained for the 
French to supply this much needed assistance to the redman. 
We learn that in 164.'! an Indian who had become a Christian 
under the labors of the French missionaries at Sillery or Quebec, 
came down the Kennebec as far as Cushnoc and told the Indians 
there of the majesty and beauty of the new faith. Through 
this agency there was considerable intercourse between the 
Abenakis and the Indians of the Northwest. A few years after 
a delegation from the Abenakis appeared at Sillery to beg that a 
missionary be sent to them on the Kennebec. The result of this 
appeal was the appointment of the renowned Father Gabriel 
Druillette who started on his mission in 1646. He established e 
successful mission at a point about three miles north of Augusta. 
Here he became greatly beneficial to the Indians. He was most 
eager to participate in all their pursuits, sharing the experiences 
of the tribe in its winter's hunting in the region of Moosehead 
Lake. He went back to Sillery in 1647 and did not return until 
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1650 though the tribe sent a delegation each year requesting his 
return to them. In 1650 he came back and renewed his labor 
among them. This time he came as an envoy as well aw a mis-
sionary, and after meeting his old friends and companions at the 
mission he set out for Boston where he met in the capacity of 
envoy from the Abenakis Indians, the chief officers of the city 
and state. 
He was the first Jesuit to enter the streets uf Boston. He 
also met the leading officials of the Plymouth Colony, and in all 
quarters was assured of the good will of the people in behalf of 
the Abenakis Indians, in this move for an alliance to protect them 
from the Iroquois who were very troublesome. But though 
Father Druillette returned to the Kennebec in a very hopeful 
frame of mind, hi< efforts were proven of no value as the people 
of Massachusetts could not be interested in the proposed alliance 
to such an extent as would be necessary to carry it to a successful 
ending. The result was that the Abenakis were left to depend 
upon their own resources. 
Father Druillette returned to the Kennebec in 1651 after a 
journey of fearful hardship from a long wandering in the forests 
in the region of the St. John river, occasioned by having lost 
all trace of the course he wag to follow. He finally reached the 
settlement at Norridgewock and was welcomed by his simple but 
sincere followers as an angel from heaven. He spent some few 
weeks attending to the needs of his mission, and then made 
another trip to Boston earnestly beseeching the people of Massa-
chusetts to join with the Abenakis in defending the region from 
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the onslaughts of the Iroquois, but to no avail. Father Druil-
lette returned once more to his valley mission and passed a long 
dreary winter in performing his duties to his forest friends. At 
the beginning of March, 1652, he started for Quebec. This trip 
was to l>e more fateful than the one preceding it. Some of his 
party died of starvation. Father Druillette was without food 
six days following the fasting season of Lent. They had even to 
resort U> the boiling of their moccasins, and at last to the boiling 
of Father Druillette's gown — Camisole—which was made of 
moose skin. All but starved and thoroughly exhausted they 
reached Quebec. This was the last of Father Druillette's experi-
ence with the Abenakis. Though his work had not preserved 
them politically, he had raised their standards and brought them 
to a higher plane of living for which they continued to love him 
ami cherish his memory. This remarkable man was born in 
France in 1503, and died in Quebec in 1679, having passed nearly 
forty years in missionary work. 
F I R S T I N D I A N W A R IN MAINE. 
After the departure of Father Druillette, for nearly a quarter 
of a century the history of the Kennebec Indians is a blank. 
The friction between the English and the Abenakis continued to 
be productive of discord. The English made no effort to better 
the Indian. Puritanism had no attraction for him, but the 
religious rites of the Catholic faith with its beautiful symbols of 
those days in the skillful hands of an enthusiastic priest held 
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their attention and won their faith and love. The Abenakis felt 
that the taking of Druillette from them was in some unknown 
way due to the influence of the English, and this being so it is 
plain to be seen that soon the relations between these parties 
must become strained. 
The events which led to the outbreak in Maine were brought 
on by the Iroquois opening war upon the settlements in the 
Valley of the St. Lawrence. There is an old tradition that there 
was fought near the outlet of Moosehead Lake a terrible battle 
between the Iroquois and the Abenakis. There is little or no 
proof to support this, but it has come down through history as 
one of the disasters of this tribe. I t is said in this connection 
that a whole village was massacred save an old chief who was 
carried to the west and later tortured to death. 
With the opening of King Phillip's W a r came a stir among 
the Indians of Maine, especially in the western portion of the 
State. This led to an uneasiness on the part of the settlers about 
the mouth of the Kennebec. From this resulted a parley between 
the Indians of this valley and other Indians of the state and the 
English, in which an agreement was made by the Indians to yield 
up their arms and remain peaceful. This seemed to be a settle-
ment of the matter, and undoubtedly would have been had not 
Squando, a Saco chief, interposed objections to the treaty, and 
refused to be a party to it. This spoiled the best laid plans. The 
Indians were soon seen to be increasingly insolent. Trouble was 
imminent. W a r broke out. Massacres along the coast were 
committed in large numbers. Another parley was held with the 
Kennebec Indians, this time at Ticonic. The Indians demanded 
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their arms saying they wished no part in the war then on, but 
were suffering from lack of food and had no means of procuring 
it without tlieir guns and powder. The English refused this 
request. This was the "last straw'' with the Indians and they 
joined the Androscoggins and other tribes and began pillaging up 
and down the valley. This lasted about three years. Then fol-
lowed a treaty of peace which was welcomed by the Abenakis, 
who during the conflict had not been so cruel and barbarous as 
the Androscoggins and others, thanks to the influence and teach-
ings of Father Druillette. In this treaty provisions were made 
by the English to protect the Indians of Maine from the tribes of 
the west. But this was simply a temporary settlement, a kind of 
truce. The two races were naturally repella:\t. 
THE SECOND INDIAN W A l i . 
The second war in Maine was brought on by the troubles which 
had been long standing and the new complications made by the 
outbreak of war between the English and French—King Wil-
liam's War—in 1G88. The French used the Indians always to 
further their political ends, and this case was no exception. The 
Indians of the whole .State were soon on the warpath and de-
struction of life and property was of daily and nightly occurrence. 
In the midst of this an event of great interest to the student of 
Indian history in Maine occurred. I t was the coming of Father 
Sebastian Rasle to the Kennebec valley to re-establish a mission 
of the Catholic church. The advent of the missionary has always 
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been held to have been a part of the political plan of the French 
to hold their grasp on the Indians of this valley. 
Rasle came from St. Francis through the woods of the northern 
part of the state to the headwaters of the Kennebec, and reached 
Norridgewock, where he established his mission, in 1695. Here 
he drew the remaining families of the tribes of this section of 
the State. He re-opened the religious work of Dmillette and the 
history of his mission is the history of the Abenakis tribe from 
that time till it left the waters of the Kennebec. 
Whatever may have been the part Rasle played in the conflict 
he found in progress we know not. I t was probably in behalf of 
peace. Soon after his arrival the Kennebec Indians sued for 
peace, through their chief, Bomaseen, and others. Those on the 
Kennebec were willing to see the war close but the French allies 
were not and so the war again broke out. New disasters oivured. 
The English blamed Bomaseen and he was taken prisoner and 
lodged first in Fort William Henry at Pemaquid, and later at 
Boston. The Norridgewocks resumed the warpath. For two 
years the war raged. Another treaty was made in 1699. Bom-
aseen was released. 
This was also simply a truce. When Queen Anne was crowned 
in 1702, she declared war against France. This was sure to pro-
duce war on the western continent, and in this State as she 
asserted her control of Acadia. A conference between the Eng-
lish and the Indians of Maine was held because of the warlike 
premonitions. I t was to re-affirm the treaty last made, and to 
preserve peace. I t was held at Casco—now Portland — and was 
attended by Bomaseen, Moxus, and Captain Sam, chiefs from 
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Kennebec. Father Rasle was also in attendance. The treaty 
was signed, but could not be kept in good faith. W a r was soon 
on again and though the Abenakis did not join as a body some of 
their warriors are supposed to have been concerned in the con-
flict. The treaty of Utrecht—1713—ended the war for a time. 
The fourth Indian war in Maine is particularly interesting as it 
was the conflict which ended with the death of Father Rasle at 
Norridgewock. Though it was due in a general way to the same 
causes as the other conflicts there were other circumstances con-
nected. One of these was that the people of the State and all 
New England felt that with the peace of Utrecht the end of 
Indian troubles had come. They were flocking to their former 
colonial homes. They were taking up new claims granted them 
by the different companies, and by the State. In some cases no 
doubt they took up land which no one had given them the right 
to take. This soon led to friction between the English and the 
Indians. The English were aware that many of the deeds of the 
lands which they had bought with a few dollars worth of whiskey 
and tobacco of the most worthless Indians were really of no 
value, were the cases to be tried in a court of justice. Thev 
however claimed that these deeds given in a drunk, perhaps, and 
by a sagamore who had no tribe at all to represent were abso-
lutely binding and that they must enforce them. But they did 
not like the Indian's method of taking his revenge for wrongs, 
either real or fancied, so it was concluded to call a general con-
ference of the tribes in Maine and the officials of the State to be 
held at Arrowsic in the summer of 1717. 
The Indians came in large numbers and also the Governor of 
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the State and other officials. The parley opened very pleasantly 
but a discussion of the ownership of the land was brought on 
and the conference was broken up by the Indians leaving the 
council tent. Father Rasle was the friend and counsellor of the 
redmen and well did he use the means at hand. The conference 
was re-opened the following day but an agreement was practi-
cally forced upon the Indians in such terms as the governor was 
pleased to decide upon. From this time on the advance of the 
whites was made with confidence. The Indians watched the 
felling of the forests, the building of the forte, and the stamped-
ing of their game in sullen silence. Rasle labored indefatigably 
to save to his people these lands. He interested the people of 
Canada and other tribes. Soon notice was given at Arrowsic 
that unless the whites retired from the lands they had usurped, 
war would be opened upon them. This notice when sent to 
Boston brought prompt action on the part of the government. 
Troops were ordered to the scene prepared to punish the i-ebels. 
Rasle was considered by the English to be at the bottom of all 
the trouble. A reward for his capture was offered. An expedi-
tion for his capture was organized and started direct for Nor-
ridgewock. I t was unsuccessful, but came near being otherwise. 
Rasle was in hiding in the forest, but his dwelling was entered 
and his library and other belongings, left in his hasty flight, were 
burned. 
This attempt was viewed by the Indians as a full and sufficient 
reason for war. All the other tribes felt that this outrage must be 
avenged, and prepared to do each its part in seeing that justice 
should be done. Not long after the burning of the Chapel 
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at Norridgewock the Indians fell upon the settlements and again 
the woods of the Pine Tree State rang with the whoops of the 
savage, mingled with the death cries of their victims. The 
English decided upon another attempt to capture Rasle. Captain 
Moulton, with a picked party, ascended the river to Norridge-
wock, but found the village deserted. Rasle, aware that a reward 
was offered by the government for his head had taken himself 
and his followers to a safer place. This time no destruction of 
property was attempted. This was the third attempt to take 
Rasle either dead or alive, the second being only a short time 
before the one just mentioned. 
The war continued with dreadful destruction. Men, women 
and children were killed at all points in Maine by the Indians. 
Whole settlements were wiped out in a single day or night. The 
whole section was terrorized. The English were now led to make 
another attempt to slay Rasle, whom they considered to blame 
for all this disaster. Captain Moulton accompanied by Captain 
Harmon with a goodly company of troops set out once more for 
the beautiful village on the banks of the Kennebec. This ex-
pedition was attempted in the summer time, as the others which 
had been all unsuccessful had been such largely because of the 
snow. The troops started in whale boats on the 19th of August, 
1724, and reached Ticonic on the day following. On the 21st 
the troops marched toward Xorridgewock. Before ni«-ht the 
force came upon a party of three persons near where the village 
of South Xorridgewock stands to-day. The two women were 
shot. The father, fleet-footed, ran swiftly through the forrest to 
carry warning to the village above. He was overtaken, however, 
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by the bullets of his pursurers as he attempted to cross the river 
at a fording place. The victim was Bomaseen of whom we have 
made mention before. 
W e are unable to state with any certainty the details of the 
advance upon the village. I t has been handed down that the 
party crossed the river where the chief had fallen and inarched 
to the high land a mile or two from the river where they could 
overlook the village and decide upon plans for its destruction. 
The forces were divided. Harmon led a company toward a place 
where it was fancied a camp might be as a smoke could be seen 
winding from the forest. Moulton advanced upon the village 
with the other force. Leaving two parties in ambush he took the 
remainder and charged upon the huts. The village was at once 
in a panic. Xo organized resistance was made. The Indians 
were shot down in cold blood either by the attacking party or by 
those in ambush. Rasle was seen issuing forth from a cabin in 
his priestly garments and was instantly riddled with bullets. He 
fell at the foot of the cross he had erected with his own hands. 
He was surrounded by his faithful neophytes, seven of whom fell 
by his side. Thirty indians were dead and half as many more 
were hobbling into the woods wounded. Not one of the assail-
ants was hurt, save one of the Mohawks who had accompanied 
the party. 
The purpose of the expedition was accomplished. The Eng-
lish destroyed the village, scalped Father Rasle and the other 
victims and wended their way down the river. This cruel mur-
der has since it was committed erer been remembered in history 
and in local traditions. The grave of Rasle is marked by a 
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monument. He will always be remembered as a man whose only 
offense was devotion to the people he served, and constancy 
to his vows. Rasle's death ended the mission for some years. 
The larger number of the Indians who survived went to St. 
Francis. The war continued about a year after this incident, but 
the Abenakis had no part in the conflict after this time. Six 
years after Rasle's death the mission was re-established but only 
temporarily. 
Here practically ended the Indian wars of this valley. Other 
minor conflicts occurred after the above events but were of little 
importance. 
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EARLY SETTLERS AND SETTLEMENTS. 
In tracing the history of the town of Vassalboro we find that 
our task lies in tracing out the story of the settlement and devel-
opment of the whole section along the banks of the Kennebec 
River, above Cushnoe, or Augusta as it was later called. When 
the white man first gained a knowledge of the territory of this 
region along the Kennebec the forest resounded only to the 
Wealthy step of the redman, and the waters reflected only the 
rude, rough features of the child of nature as he bended over 
them to cast the rude implements of fishing or seek a draught to 
quench his thirst. For a long term of years after the first of the 
white men learned of the territory hereabout no progress or 
even attempts to settle were made. The strife that was waged 
between the white men and the Indians made the wliole of this 
region the secure home of the latter for a long time. But with 
the advent of the trader came some small development of oppor-
tunity to settle. From the 31st day of May, 1607, when the 
Popham ex].'edition sailed from England to the mouth of the 
Kennebec and made preparations to establish there a colony, the 
fortunes of the Indian seemed to have been doomed. There were 
many long periods of doubt as to whether the territory of this 
region was to belong to France or England; but there never was 
a time when there was any doubt that the Indian, sooner or later, 
must leave the scenes of his former domain. The French 
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adopted methods which seem to have heen well ca lcu la ted t o 
hold for a time the confidence and fr iendship of the r e d m a n , b u t 
their purpose was identical with tha t of t he Eng l i sh and a imed at 
the control of the terr i tory of the larger par t of t h e whole 
North American Cont inent . Whi l e the F r e n c h were a iming at 
the subjugation of the Indian by diplomacy and appa ren t friend-
-ship, the English were car ry ing on their oh! and well known plan 
of subjugation by the might of the sword Th i s policy en t rus ted 
to the adventurers whom they sea t to establish the i r dominion, 
coupled with the deceit which was frequently prac t iced upon the 
Indian served only to make \}\': English : h " more ha ted and the 
French the more t ru- ted . 
This condition led to strife which was des t ruc t ive of life and 
properly as Well as of the advance of civil ization. So long as 
the strife of amis continued little or nothing' was done for the 
heitei 'iaeig of the region of the Kennebec . W h e n the fort at 
'Vinslow, F o r t Halifax, was built in 1 7 5 i the re was a certain 
amount <.f protection for the sett lers offered, and from this t ime 
there wa-. something done toward se t t lement . B u t previous to 
this t ime the history of the section is a s tory of strife be tween 
the Indians and the Engl ish with the complicat ions m a d e Ivy 
the French in addi t ion. JJr idly the events of most impor t ance 
following the es tabl ishment of a colony a t t he m o u t h of the 
Kennebec by Popham in 1607, as above s ta ted , are t he fo l lowing: 
The grant of te r r i to ry known as t h e P l y m o u t h or K e n n e b e c 
(Ti-ant was made by the P l y m o u t h Counci l on J a n u a r y 13, 
1621). This g ian t included all t he t e r r i t o ry on e i the r side of t he 
Kennebec river to the ex t en t of fifteen miles f rom its banks , and 
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extended from the vicinity of Topsham to the Wessarunsett 
river at Cornville. Following this grant there was erected a 
trading house "up above on ye river in ye most convenientest 
place for trade." This was undoubtedly at Cushnoc, or Augusta 
as it is now known. Not lung after this, some six years, the 
Plymouth Council became disheartened and surrendered its 
charter to the King of England. Then by various acts and 
grants the King placed this and other territory, which included 
practically what is included in the present State of Blaine, under 
the control of Sir Ferdinando Gorges. His domain was 
designated as the "Province of Maine." He sent his nephew, 
William Gorges, as Governor, and this gentleman established his 
capitol in Saeo, and opened court there on March LIS, 1G36. 
As there were no settlements yet on the Kennebec, Gorges exer-
cised no jurisdiction, but the Pilgrim Colony made a monopoly 
of the trade with the Indians. But the trade with the Indians 
became in time so scanty that it was leased in 1649 to five parties, 
William Bradford, Edward Wh:s!o\v, Thomas Prince, Thomas 
Willett and William Paddy. The consideration was a small sum 
and the lease was to run three year.-. This lease was renewed 
till P'>ol when the patent was sold outright to Artemas Boies. 
Edward Tyng, Thomas Brattle and John Winslow. 
One of the very first civil actions on the part of the people 
scattered along the Kennebec near its mouth, occurred on May 
23, 1654, when sixteen men assembled in compliance with an 
order from the General Court of Massachusetts to one Thomas 
Prince to "summon the citizens on the river Kennebec that they 
might take an oath of allegiance and arrange a judicial code." In 
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accordance with this order the sixteen men, mentioned above, 
assembled at the house of one Thomas Ashley near Merrymeeting 
Bay on the above date, and besides taking the oath, "promulgated 
the first prohibitory law in the State of Maine." It provided for 
penalties for the selling of liquors to the Indians. 
We find that at the outbreak of King Phillip's War there were 
two men who had trading places at Waterville, Teeonuet as it was 
then called. They were Messrs. Clark and Lake. In a short time 
the war assumed such proportions that the Maine Indians took 
part, and a large part of the traders about the vicinity of 
Arrow-sic and at points further up the river were killed. This 
conflict and those which followed were so destructive that as late 
as 1749 there were only two families left on the river above 
Merryrneeting Bay. In 1749 nine of the heirs of the men who 
had bought tin rights of the Plymouth Company in 1661 met in 
Boston and organized and became incorporated in order to obtain 
their lights to the lands which had been bought by their ancestors, 
and to devise means to open the territory to settlement. In 1753 
the company petitioned Gov. Shirley of Massachusetts for the 
erection of a fort at Teeonuet Falls. This was the beginning of 
the opening up of the whole of the Kennebec Valley to settle-
ment. Teeonuet was regarded as the stragetic point by both the 
English and the French and by the Indians also who saw in this 
new move a thing dangerous to their interests. But their protest 
was in vain and the fort was erected. General Winslow was in 
charge of the eight hundred troops who accompanied Governor 
Shirley on this expedition. It was he who laid out the fort and 
had charge of the operations about the scene of the fortification. 
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I t took but a short time for these English to build five buildings 
about Fort Halifax. Soon a stockade eight hundred feet in 
length was put up, cannon and rifles were brought up the river in 
scows, and a wheel road was cut through from Fort Weston at 
Cushnoc (Augusta). When the works were completed Governor 
Shirley inspected them and very highty complimented General 
Winslow and his men. Capt. Lithgow, who had been in com-
mand of Fort Richmond, was assigned to the command of Fort 
Halifax, and was given a garrison of eighty men. We are in-
formed that there was a whale boat express established between 
this place and Falmouth (Portland) which made the trip in 
twenty hours, a rate of speed considered rapid for those times. 
After the garrison was established at Fort Halifax it was soon 
learned that the Indians were determined to make trouble if 
possible. No man was safe if he ventured beyond the limits of 
the fortifications. Several were mortally wounded by the Indians. 
They continued to make trouble till the summer of 1757 when 
the last skirmish with them occurred. It is recorded that Capt. 
Lithgow had noticed for a few days that there were rafts drifting 
down the river, and concluded that the Indians had used them to 
cross at some point above and come down in attack on the settle-
ment. He sent a party of ten men down the river to give warn-
ing of the impending danger. As these men were returning they 
were fired upon some ten miles below the fort, in the vicinity of 
Riverside, and two of the party were wounded. They returned 
the fire and continued the fight with such gallantry that the 
Indians fled after one had fallen, shot dead, and another wounded. 
The Indians carried away these two on their backs to prevent 
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them from being taken prisoners. The above skirmish occurred on 
May 18, 1757, and was the final shot of the redman, as a tribe, 
in this region. 
The purpose of the fort was now realized. It was the key to 
the region of the Kennebec, and had unlocked the valley to the 
axe of the settler. It is of interest to note that the garrison was 
much reduced after a short time, and that the fort was dis-
mantled after the close of the French and Indian War in 1703. 
When Arnold passed up the Kennebec cm his expedition to 
Quebec the large house within the fort was used as a hotel. It 
was called "Tort House. This building was used afterward as 
a dwelling house, meeting house, town hou~.e, later as a danc-
ing' hall and finally as a home for the pom-. A Mr. Thomas tore 
the building down in 17!>7 and used some of its timbers in the 
construction of the Halifax House. Capt. I.itbo'ow remained at 
the fort for soiii" time, l ie was engaged in trade at this ] oint. 
He was appointed Jmlge of the Court of Common 1'leas for 
Lincoln County as early as 170'). In 1772 he removed to George-
town where he died in 179* at the age of eie'htv-three. 
Abbott says in his history of Maine, "Winslow was incor-
porated this year (1771) including the present town of Waterville. 
Here was the famous Teconnet of the Indians; and it was on this 
point, on the neck of land formed by the union of the Sebasti-
cook and the Kennebec, that Fort Halifax was reared. As early 
as 1754, eleven families built their cabins at this frontier fort in 
the wilderness." The Rev. E. C. Whittemore, in writing on this 
point, says, "Abbott states that eleven families settled in Winslow 
in 1754, but, if so, they have left neither trace nor name." We 
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are inclined to believe that there were no permanent settlements 
on the banks of the Kennebec at this point till somewhat after 
this date. 
J^EL GRADE -.-, s* -
EARLY SETTLORS. 
Most of what is now Bel^,ra le was formerly included in Wash-
ington Plantation, and previous to that was an unknown part of 
the great Plymouth grant, with wild beasts and wild i:>on for 
inhabitants. The beginning of the change toward civilization 
was not made until 1774. Back of that date nothing is known of 
the region now called Belgrade. Even Indian legends and tradi-
tions are lacking, and no aboriginal burial places can be located, 
thoiioh some have imagined that certain peculiarly shaped mounds 
are the work of the red men's hands. Hunters and explorers 
doubtless passed through the forests here, but they did not stop 
and they left no trace behind them. Philip Snow, doubtless from 
Massachusetts, was the first to open the way to the white settlers, 
and show the trackless wilderness that it had found its master. 
For several years he hunted in Sidney, then very thinly settled; 
and in 1774, with a hunter's yearning for new grounds, he crossed 
the large body of water to the west of that town and landed on 
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the Belgrade shore. Tradition claims for him the honor of being 
the first white man to cross this beautiful lake, and to this day it 
is called Snow pond, though its old Indian name Messalonskee, 
still clings to it. l ie landed on the farm later owned by Dameron 
brothers, on the Oakland road, about two miles north of Belgrade 
Depot, and not far from the shore of the pond he built a log hut, 
the first dwelling place erected in town. Philip Snow brought no 
wife or family with him, and came more with the intention of 
hunting than of making a permanent home, but with his arrival 
begins the history of the town. Mt. Philip, near Belgrade Mills, 
was named in honor of his famous hunting exploits in this vicinity, 
and that, with .Snow pond, will perpetuate his memory here. That 
same year, a few months later than Snow, two more settlers came 
across the pond and established homes in the forests along its 
shore, not far from the hut of the hunter. Simeon Wyman came 
with his family from Massachusetts, and settled on the south 
slope of Belgrade Hill, <>n the farm of his descendant, Charles 
Wyman. This family, which has ever since been a prominent one 
in Belgrade, was the first white family in town, and this farm was 
the first one to be cleared. Afterwards his son, David, kept a 
public house there for many years, the old tavern building being 
burned in 1875. Shortly after Simeon Wyman began to found 
his home, Joel Richardson, an unmarried man, twenty-four years 
of age, came from Attleboro, Mass. He came up the east side of 
Kennebec, and with only his axe and gun, crossed Sidney and 
Snow pond and settled on the north slope of Belgrade hill, near 
the present railroad station. During the revolutionary war, then 
under way, the Massachusetts authorities drafted Richardson to 
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serve in the army. He started for the seat of war, but when he 
had gone a part of the distance he met a negro whom he hired to 
go as a substitute. The colored man went to the war and Rich-
ardson returned to the farm he was clearing. This was all 
Belgrade did to free America from British rule. In 1776 Joel 
Richardson married Sarah, the daughter of his neighbor, Simeon 
Wyman, but no records are known that show the exact date or 
who married them. This was the first couple married in the 
present limits of Belgrade. The rirst white child born in town 
was Simeon, son of Simeon and Thankful Wyman, born April -0, 
1775, the day after the Lexington fight. This family had six 
children when they settled here in 1774. There is a story that 
these early settlers, during their first summer here, discovered the 
laro-e intervale now known as Weston's meadow, a great opening 
in the forest where grass grew abundantly, and hauled hay from 
there, a distance of over four miles, to support their stock during 
the long cold winter that followed. Of course their own clear-
ings soon began to be productive. The first horse ever brought 
to town belonged to Simeon Wyman, and the night after its 
arrival became homesick and swam back across Snow pond to 
Sidney. Richardson and Wyman were s_>on followed by other 
families, and in 1790, sixteen years after they came, Washington 
Plantation had a population of 159 souls. In the ease of many 
of the early settlers the date of arrival and the place whence they 
they came are unknown or uncertain. Caleb Page came from 
New Hampshire in 1775, and settled on the north slope of Bel-
grade hill. He cleared an immense farm and kept a tavern there, 
where he died in 1830. James Lombard, the first to settle near 
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Belgrade Depot, came about 1776 from Barnstable, Mass., to the 
farm later owned by C. A. Yeaton. Doctor Williams, about 1780, 
settled on the farm later owned by Hon. C. M. Weston. A few 
years later he sold it to John V. Davis, who came from Augusta. 
Abrarn Page came from New Hampshire in 1784, to the farm of 
Samuel Spaulding. He died in 1822. Chase Page, his brother, 
also (•.•line in 17^4, from Kensington, New Hampshire, and cleared 
the farm Inter known as the Hon. George E. Minot farm, about a 
mile west of the depot. In 1804 he sold the farm to Capt. 
James Minoi, who came with his family from Concord, Mass. 
Eleazer Burbank, who came from near Portland, lived from 
!778 until his death in 1.S4II, on the farm of G. J. (Jammings. 
He was the father .if eleven children, some of whom ha\e 
won good names for themselves. Elisha Mosiier cane from 
Nantucket, Mass., a! . it 17"^ and settled on the .Tame- Tibbetts 
place at the d"poi. Samuel T ivlor came from Augii.sta in 1790 
to Belgrade hill, and cleared the farm of Samuel E. Judkins. He 
died in ]:-<.->;_>. Valentine E'ofiins came from New Hampshire 
about 17!H' and settled on tiie Isaac Weaver farm where he died. 
He had nine children. Benjamin Bisbue, a Baptist minister, came 
from Sandwich, Mass., about 1700. Paul Yeaton, a revolutionary 
soldier, first brought this numerous family's name to Belgrade 
from Great Falls, New Hampshire, in 1794, and lived on the old 
Yeaton farm until he died in 1856, at the age of ninety-six years. 
His brothers Phillip and Joshua, came soon after him. Hezekiah 
Sawtelle came from Groton, Mass., in 1792. In 1785, Samuel, 
Reuben, David and Benjamin Frost, all brothers, and John, 
Moses, Nahum, and Samuel Austin, the first three being brothers, 
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all came with their families from the western part of Maine. 
Most of them settled near the central part of the town. Joseph 
Greeley came about 1780 and bought the farm of Philip Snow, 
who then left town, and thus the last part of his life is as much of 
a mystery to the local historian as the first part is. Greeley's 
wife was shunned by the superstitious ones of the time, who 
firmly believed her to be a witch. John Rockwood came from 
Oxford, Mass., in 1800, and settled on the farm of Albion Rock-
wood, where he died Sept. 15, 1 >74, at the age of one hundred 
years. l ie was the father of seventeen children. 
Among many other settlers of the town who came before 1X00 
were the following, a great part of whom came with their families 
from Massachusetts or Xew Hampshire: Aaron Pa^e, Simeon 
Clark, David Mosher, Ezekiel Page, David Burlington, Joseph 
Linn ell, Cornelius Tilton, Roberson Mills, Noah Cluff, J. Nudd 
Hamilton, Jonah Davenport, Set-h Paine, Samuel Brown, Robert 
i owiwnd, Joseph Svlvester, Samuel Smith, Andrew Kimball, 
George Penney, John Crosby, Ezekiel Cruwell, Moses Can-, Abra-
ham Wellman, Jacob Jones, Jonathan and William Stevens, 
Simon Loid, Anderson Taylor, David Farnham, Joseph .loiles, 
Nathaniel Branch, Isaac Page, Daniel Mosher, Abijah Bickford, 
Joel Proctor, Amos Page, Jabeth Robinson, Elisha Bisbee, Jona-
than Wyman, Henry Kinney, Ebenezer Gilman, Caleb Tinkham, 
John Littlefield, John Abbott, Zachariah Hussey, John Hersom, 
Matthew Farnham, Shadrack Rollins, Asa Littlefield, Moses Tib-
betts, Asa Libby, Robert Rowe, James Mills, Edward Merchant, 
Eliphalet Dudley, David Champney, Joseph Godey, Nicholas 
Lord, Samuel Stuart, Jepiah Hall, Noyes Smith and Samuel 
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Bacheldor. A large proportion of the present population directly 
descended from these first settlers and bear their names, but it is 
surprising that so many of the old names so prominent here a 
century ago, have no representrtives now in town. 
INCORPORATION. 
Ili-fore Washington Plantation was organized the territory was 
surveyed and mapped about 1780, by Dr. Williams and John 
Junes, both settlers. In 1790 the population of the plantation 
was about '250, quite a town for those days, and the inhabitants 
began to desire the greater rights and privileges which their 
incorporation as a town would give them. A petition was signed 
by the citizens and sent to the general court of Massachusetts 
praying that the Plantation be incorporated as a town by the 
name of Belgrade. This name was chosen by John V. Davis, 
the leading man in town at that time. The petition was received 
with favor by the general court, and the corporation act, after 
being passed by both branches, was signed by Samuel Adams, 
governor of Massachusetts, February 3, 1796, making Belgrade 
the one hundred and second town in the district of Maine, and 
the thirteenth in what is now Kennebec county. Witham Brooks, 
who signed himself a "Justis of Peas," was authorized by the 
incorporation act to issue a warrant to some suitable person in 
Belgrade, who should call a meeting of the inhabitants to effect 
the town organization and elect town officers. He selected John 
V Davis, who, by virtue of this authority, issued a warrant 
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announcing the dwelling house of Joseph Greeley as the place of 
meeting, to perform this first town business. The date was 
March 8, 1796. Five town meetings were held that year. The 
meetings continued to be held in the different private houses of 
the inhabitants until 1815, when the old town house was ready; 
this was used continually until 1873. The year preceeding that 
date a small-pox case (an indian)) was found in town and the 
town-house used as a hospital. The building has been altered and 
repaired and is now used as a hearse house. In 1873 the town 
hired Masonic Hall, at the Depot, and have held their meetings 
there since that time. 
In the year 1796, by con*ent of the general court of Massa-
chusetts, a small part of Sidney was annexed to Belgrade. The 
part thus joined lies between Belgrade hill and the Oakland line. 
In 1839 another acquisition of territory was made by the annexa-
tion of a part of Dearborn. This town was situated northwest 
of Belgrade, and, previous to its incorporation in 1812, was 
known as West Pond Plantation. In answer to a petition made 
by the settlers, who were not very thrifty in those days, the 
legislature passed an act annexing the southern half to Belgrade 
and dividing the rest between Waterville and Smithfield ; thus 
taking the name of Dearborn from the map of Maine. The por-
tion of Belgrade acquired at that time is that part lying north of 
the stream at North Belgrade, and forms about one fifth of the 
present area. The population of the town was increased about 
three hundred. Two years later the inhabitants of a considerable 
part of Rome petitioned the legislature to be set off from that 
town and to be annexed to Belgrade, but the act was not passed. 
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The two former annexations were made against the wishes of the 
Belgrade voters but their objections to this third proposition was 
respected. 
TOWN OFFICERS. 
Town Clerks—171)0, Benjamin Bisbee, Id; 1806 Moses Carr, 
9; lSl.iN, Hezekiah Sawtelle, 2 ; 1817, John Rockwood, 2; 1819, 
Moses Page, 9; 1828, Joel Spaulding, 10; 1837, Stephen Smith; 
1809, John S. .Minot, 5; 1872, George Smith; 1S4.% Ariel 
Hinkley, 1.7; 1800, A. H.. Wyman; 1801, C. A. Yeaton, 7; 18G8, 
John C.. Taylor, 3 ; 1^09, George I-]. Minut; 1872, James C. 
Mosher, 2d years. 
ScLrtme/i:—179ii, John V Davi--, Joseph Sylvester, 2; James 
Lombard, 10. 1797, Simeon Clark, 2 ; Andrew Kimball; Paul 
Yeaton, 2. 1798, Joel Kichadson, 10. 1799, George Penney, 12. 
1802, John Rockwood, 15. 1803, Closes Carr, 2. 1807, John 
Rollins. 180S, John Chandler, 13; Sherebiah Clark, 0. 1809, 
Seth l'aine, 2. 1M5, Hezekiah Sawtelle, 2. 1810, Samuel C. 
Clark, 3. 1819, Moses Pa-v, 13; Richard Mills, 4. 1822, Solo-
mon Easty, Jr., 11; John Page, 7. 1824, Samuel Taylor. 1827, 
Hannibal Dillingham, 2. Is31, Samuel Frost, l,x32, Joseph 
Taylor, 2. 1833, Anson P. Morrill. 1837), "Weill worth Stuart, 3. 
1837, George Richardson, 4. 1839, Thomas Eldred, 13. 1842, 
Jacob Main, 3 ; Joseph S. Cummings, 2. 1843, Adani Wilbur, 2. 
1844, Paul Yeaton, Jr., 2. 1845, Greenlief Wing. 1846, Stephen 
Smith; Joseph Stuart, 4. 1847, John S. Minot; George Smith, 6. 
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1848, James II . Mosher, 11 ; Rufus K. Stuart. 1849, Isaac Wea-
ver, 3. 1850, Cyrus Weston. 1852, Joel Richardson, Samuel 
Kimball. 1853, Andrew Yeaton, 3. 1855, Almond H. Wyman. 
1856, Ichabod Smith ; Emery Tilson. 1857, Charles D. Heald, 2 ; 
Reuel W Mosher, 4. 1858, Renel S. Page, 2. 1859, Samuel E. 
Judkins, 4 ; Hiram Goodwin. !86'\ Charles 13. Crowell, VMil, 
David Rockwood. 1865, David Golder; Gilman J . Page, 7; 
James Alexander, 2. 1807, C. A. Yeaton, > 1808, Crowell Tay-
lor. 1 S69, John Par t r idge; William 11. Ilersum. 1879, George 
II. Ward, 2 ; Henry W Colder. 1872, C. M. Weston, '2; B. F. 
Mitchell, 4 ; A. E. Faught, 3. 187:!, M. II. Alexander. 1876, 
Charles II . Wyman, 14; George W Cottle, 4. 1878, Sewell 
Spaulding, 6. 1879, Samuel Y. Spaulding, 2. 18811, John C. 
Taylor. 18*4, Edwin F. Yeaton, 4. 1SS6, George E. Minot, 2: 
E. II . Mother, 2. 1888, Jo^-ph Ilersum. 18S9, Charles !I. Mal-
i lett, 4. 
Trt.i.oirti:*:—1790, Samuel Smith, 5; 1799, E/.ekiel Crowell, 2; 
lSi ' l , John Crosby, 2 ; 1*03, Anderson Taylor, 2; 1897, John 
Rockwood; 1808, Eleazer Burbank; 1809, Cornelius Tilton, 2 ; 
1811, Junes Lombard, 2 ; 1813, Sherebiah Clark, 3 ; 1816, Samuel 
Taylor, 3 ; 1819, David W y m a n ; 1820, Wentwoith Stuart, 3 ; 
|( 1821, Calvin Stuart ; 1822, Samuel Austin, 3 ; 1825, Samuel Page , 
8; 1827, Silas Richardson, 2 ; 1*32, Anson P . Morrill; 1833, John 
Iloxie, 2 ; 1836, John S. Minot, 9; 1841, Charles Page; 1842, Dan-
iel Stevens; 1843, Stephen Smith; 1844, Andrew Yeaton; 1845, 
Amos Rollins-; 1846, George Smith; 1847, Rufus K. Stuart, 2; 
1848, David L. P a g e ; 1849, Ariel Hinkley, 6; 1855, Joseph Tay-
lor; 1856, Ruel S. Page ; 1858, Rufus Hill; 1860, Albert Caswell, 
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5; 1801, Horace Bartlett, 4; 1809, Samuel Whitehouse; 1877, L. 
\V. Bachelder, 15; 18'Jli, John H. Tiling. 
MANUFACTURING ACCOUNT. 
The stream at North Belgrade which formerly separated Bel-
grade flora Dearborn has been, and is now, the scene of some 
manufacturing enterprise, though there can scarcely be said to be 
a village here. It is often called Spaulding's Mills. Three dams 
have been built on this stream,—two are now used ; of the other, 
know ii as the old Butler dam, only a few remains are to be seen, 
Captain Henry liichardsun, one of the first settlers in this 
vicinity, is said to have built the first dam here, and to have run 
a grist mill, of which his son, Oliver, afterwards had charge, 
Jeremiah Tilton had a saw mill on this dam, and Holraan Johnson 
owned a shovel handle factory here. In 1807, John and James 
Alexander built a saw and grist mill on this dam which they ran 
for several years. The former met his death while working here, 
In 1870, Spaulding Brothers began to manufacture scythe and 
axe boves in this mill; some years later the name of the firm was 
changed to Spaulding & Bickford. 
Peasleo Morrill, father of the governors and congressman, was 
a trader here for many years, and some of his sons were in busi-
ness with him. Esquire Morrill was a prominent and influential 
man in this vicinity. Jeremiah Tilton was also a trader here 
many years ago. Solomon Lombard, George Blake, Alexander 
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Society and Commercial 
247 Water Street, Augusta, Maine. 
Brothers and Joseph Merrow havp traded here, but there is now 
no store in this part of the town. Where the stream runs into 
Great Pond, Jonathan Palmer built a dam about 1840, and 
operated a saw mill there, which was afterwards burned. He 
rebuilt, and after passing through various hands, it has been 
owned for the past thirty years by John Damren. It was burned 
in February, 1SS9, but Mr. Damren rebuilt and has continued a 
bri^k business sawing lumber and shingles. Quite a number of 
cottages have been built by Augusta, Walerville, and Oakland 
parties along the shore of the pond, on the farm of George 
Gleason and others, and the increasing number of those who 
come to this vicinity each season shows that the beauty of scenery 
here and the fine chances for fishing are becoming appreciated by 
others than the residents of the town. 
A post office was established here, under the name of Dearborn, 
December 23, 1818, with Peaslee Morrill in charge. This is the 
oldest of the four offices in town. In March, 1840, the town of 
Dearborn having passed from existence, the name of the office 
was changed to North Belgrade, and in April of the next year, 
Thomas Eldred became post master. The subsequent appoint-
ments bare been: Almond II . Wyman, July, 1845; Hiram Good-
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win, March, 1854; Crowell Taylor, March, 1855; Almond H. 
Wyman, February, 1859; Jeremiah Tilton, December, 1861; 
Lemuel Lombard, January, 1864; James Alexander, January, 
1865; Joseph Merrow, November, 1873; and Edward Rollins, 
August, ISSii. 
BELGRADE MILLS 
At Belgrade Mills we rind the second small village of the 
town. Ninety years ago this was called Locke's Mills, and later 
Chandler's Mills, a name by which it is often known to-day. It 
is situated on the short stream connecting Great and Long ponds, 
and separating Belgrade from Borne. I t is six miles from the 
depot, with which place there are daily stage connections. John 
Jones built the first dam across this stream, and about 1800 
John Locke established a grist mill here, the first one in the town. 
Next after him John Chandler and John Goodrich ran a saw and 
grist mill together, and then dissolved partnership and operated 
separate mills for many years. Both were prominent men in 
town. The grist mill of Chandler was burned in 1820, but was 
rebuilt. For many years Nathaniel Morrill operated a saw and 
grist mill on the same site. H. A. Morrill succeeded him. The 
mills are now operated by Everett Cummings. Adam Wilbur ran 
two carding machines and a fulling mill here, and dressed and 
colored cloth for many years before his death in 1854. Then 
Thomas Golder and George Goodrich began the manufacture of 
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excelsior in the same building. This being burned, David Golder 
built another excelsior mill in 1871, and soon sold it to 
Nathaniel Towle and S. C. Mills, who sold it after a few years to 
Towle & Austin. Once an extensive business in tannins was 
done at the tannery of Whitten & Southwick, which was burned 
in 1845. David Golder rebuilt it, after which it passed through 
several hands, but is not operated now. 
Another leading manufacturing industry of the town was the 
spool factory of Henry W Golder. In 1852 Frank Harnden 
and J. H. Thompson built a spool factory here, and soon after 
sold out to David Golder, who, in company with several partners, 
at different times, carried on the business until his death in 1882, 
when his son, Henry W (bolder, took possession and operated the 
factory. The old building was burned in 1885, but a new and 
better one was quickly erected, and great improvements made on 
the dam. From twenty to twenty-five men were employed at 
one time. The first trader in the village was John Chandler, 
who traded on the site of the large Golder store, which was 
afterwards built and occupied by George Robinson. Since 
Robinson the traders in this store have been : Robert T. Whitten, 
Isaac N . Pray, Alfred Leathers, Samuel Lawton, Farnum & 
Williams, David Golder, Henry and Thomas Golder, Charles H. 
Kelley. Joseph Chandler built the stone store in 1838, and 
traded there many years. Others who have traded at the Mills 
have been: Joshua Frost, Joshua Lord, Alexander Austin, Mor-
rison Chandler, and B. L. Kelley. Those now doing business 
here are L. M. Philbrook & Co., and L. A. Bartlett, general 
stores. 
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The building of the railroad through the town caused many 
changes to be made. The village which had grown up around 
the stream at North Belgrade gradually moved to the railroad 
until that became the center of the business interests of the 
place. The first regular train that was run through the town was 
on December 0, 1849. Another station was also established in 
town not far from the bridge, called Belgrade. This later be-
came known locally as Belgrade Depot, to distinguish the new 
village which sprang up around it, from tin- old village at the 
the bridge. This soon became the leading village in the town. 
A store was constructed, by Solomon Leonard, near the station 
in 1850. Two \ears later Watson Leonard and C. W Stewart 
began to trade there and remained in business fifteen years. In 
1867, A. Hammond & Sons succeeded them. In 1853, Rufus 
Hill built the store above the hotel and traded there until his 
death in 1804. Others who have occupied the store since have 
been: Samuel Whitehouse, Alexander & Goodwin, Tibbetts & 
Damren, C. W. Stafford, and others. In 1860, Dr. Aaron 
Crooker built a large store on the site of the store formerly 
owned by G. Starrett which was burned in 1852. The succeed-
ing traders here were: Albert Caswvil, in 1863-4; Eldred & 
Stewart, until 1887; then 11. K. Stewart alone for some time. 
Lincoln A. Bartlett and Herbert Wadleigh built a store here in 
1887. Other traders have been located in different parts of tn e 
town at different times but space forbids giving the entire list. 
We would mention here the tannery built by David Tibbetts 
below the stream, which he operated for six years; the brick yard 
started by Edmund Williams in 1883, which for several years did 
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a flourishing business ; and the corn canning factory, established 
in 1885 by J . C. Taylor & Son. 
MILITARY MATTERS. 
The hardy settlers of the state of Maine have ever responded 
nobly, promptly, and liberally to the call of the nation to main-
tain her rights, or to fight for the preservation of the union, and 
the cause of liberty; and no town in the state has more nobly 
responded, than the town of Belgrade. 
The following list of enlistments in the war of 1812-14 from 
this town is found in the records of the Maine adjutant general's 
office. These companies were called to the coast and marched as 
far as Wiseasset, but saw no fighting. 
Belonging: to Lieutenant Colonel Sherwin's regiment was a 
company of fifty privates raised at Belgrade, with James Minot, 
captain; John Fage, lieutenant; and Jesse Fage, ensign. The 
non-commisioned officers were: Richard Mills, Lewis Page, Sam-
uel Page, Lemuel Lombard, sergeants; Charles Lombard, Went-
worth Stewart, Briant Fall, James Black, Jr., corporals. The 
musicians were David Wyman, Davinson Hubbard, David Mosher 
and Jeremiah Tilton. Belgrade raised another company for 
Lieut. Colonel Sherwin's regiment and the commisioned officers 
were: Joseph Sylvester, captain; Levi Bean, lieutenant; Isaac 
Lord, ensign. The non-commissioned officers were: Daniel 
Stevens, Samuel Smith, John Sylvester, William Stevens, Jr., ser-
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geants; Jonathan H. Hill, Ephraim Tibbetts, William Wells, 
Samuel Tucker, corporals. Samuel Littlefield and Isaac Farnhara 
were enrolled as musicians, with thirty-six privates. 
The town showed that she had lost none of her loyalty and 
patriotism by the noble response of her citizens to the country's 
call in 1861 when the Union was in danger. 
The following is a list of enlistments in 1861: James M. Rock-
wood, Charles M. Stevens, Albert Austin, Samuel E. Frost, w at 
Gettysburg July 2, '63 ; Lieut. George S. Blake, p June 20, '63; 
Henry C. Kennison, Roscoe S. Farnhara, d at Hilton Head, June 
18, '62; John M. Rockwood, Lorenzo H. Wallace, William H. 
Lord, Charles L. Damren, Sanford Bartlett, k in R. R. collision, 
June 1, '62; Henry Frost, Henry Richardson, p at Cedar 
Mountain. 
The subsequent list includes enlistments from 1862-1865 inclu-
sive: Joseph Ackley, Isaac Adams, Charles Allen, Bowman V. 
Ames, George E. Andrews, John W. Austin, Thomas J . Austin, 
d of wounds, Oct. 27, '64; Theodoie Ayer, Charles A. Bailey, 
Edwin L. Barker, William B Bates, Charles M. Bickford, Milford 
Bickford, Thomas M. Bickford, William Bickford, d Mar. 24,'63; 
George F . Bliss, Franklin Brann, George II. Boston, George F. 
Breeden, William Brooks, Frederick C. Brookings, Franklin L. 
Bumpus, William Bushee, James Cavanaugh, Sylvanus W. Cham-
berlain, Nathaniel F . Clark, d in hospital, July 29, '65 ; George 
Clark, Charles A. Clement, Thomas Crosby, Asa J . Cummings, 
Joseph S. Cummings, Charles C. Damren, James C. Damren, 
Willard W Damren, Charles A. Davis, George Dow, Charles F. 
Ellis, Freeman Ellis, George W Emerson, Amasa T. Fall, 
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Lorenzo Farnham, Otis B. Faulkingham, Samuel Fitzherbert, 
Thomas W . Flint, Daniel L. Folsom, William T. Foss, Sylvester 
W. Giles, William Garrett, George Guptill, w Oct. 19, '64; 
George Grant, Lieut. Henry W Golder, Charles B. Goldsmith, 
George W . Grose, Henry Grover, Franklin Grant, John J. (iund-
lack, Guard Guard, George W. Glidden, John Hammond, Jr., 
John Harris, Rufus H. Hopkins, Ausburn Hutchins, Levi Hig-
gins, William H. Iluskins, Cyrus Huff, Kodna Hegwood, Charles 
A. Hinkley, Charles L. Ilutchings, P P . Hutchins, Henry I. 
Hotchkiss, Henry Huff, Samuel Jobbot, William Joueas, Silas P 
Leightou, James A. Lombard, Allen Leavitt, d iar ies II. Little-
field, d at Frederick, Md., Apr. 25, '(35; Acel A. Littlefleld, k 
June 20, '64; Marselus X. Libby, William H. Leighton, William 
Matthews, Harthorn Marston, Edward II. Merchant, d in hospital, 
July 18, '65; Asal L Merchant, d in hospital, July '25, '05 ; Lyman 
Maxwell, p ; H. A. Mills, Alexander MeDavitt, Michael McLaugh-
lin, George McMullen, Edwin G. Minot, d in hospital, Sept. 17, 
'64; Stephen C. Mills, Alphonzo W. McKay, George W. Morrill, 
Ambrose Merrow, Charles B. Moseley, Florence McCarty, James 
R. Nickerson, Everet A. Penney, William A. Parker, Fred B. 
Philbrick, John Partridge, Greenwood C. Pray, John W Pray, 
Reuben II. Pray, John Putman, Fred E. Partridge, Leonard H. 
Prat t , George F . Parks, Gideon Powers, Asst. Surg. Ingraham G. 
Richardson, Joel Richardson, Royal Richardson, d Aug. 15, ' 63 ; 
J. D. Rhoades, William Ranking, Henry Richardson, Peter W. 
Swan, d Apr. 1, '64 ; Cathbert E. Stonehouse, Charles Simmons, 
Henry J . Spaulding, Edward L. Smith, d Oct. 7, '64; Aaron 
Simpson, Goorge B. Stevens, Cyrus Shaw, Elijah J . Stevens, 
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Joel Spaulding, Jesse Spaulding, David Strong, George F . Smith, 
Arthur Stewart, Ezra W. Trask, w May 5, d Sept. 14, '64; Wil-
liam A. Tibbetts, Miles J. Temple, Thomas C. Wadley, John 
Worster, w at Gettysburg, June 19, '64; Hiram G. Wellman, 
John W. Weaver, Charles II. Webber, George Warren, William 
V. Whitehouse, k July 24, '64; George D. Wyman, William E. 
Willey, John M. Williams, Ruel Williams, A. J. Woodbury, 
William Wilber, Thomas S. Wyman, Alphonzo II. Wadley, d of 
wounds July 2, '64; Jotham D. Young. 
The following also enlisted from this town: Elbridge Bickford, 
w '02; Asa J. Cummings, d Mar., '62; Thomas W. Dameron, d 
'64; Elias Freeman, d Mar. 24, '63; Owen Getchell, d July, '64; 
James A. Lombard, w '62; Hiram A. Mills, d Oct., 64; Lyman 
Maxwell, d Nov., '64; William L. Rollins, w Oct., '64. 
BOUNTIES. 
Records have been kept showing the bounties paid by the 
respective towns to promote these later enlistments, to employ 
substitutes and to relieve their citizens who were drafted. The 
total disbursments for these purposes, and the amounts refunded 
to the several municipalities from the State bonds were as fol-
lows : 
Paid. Keceived. 
Albion, $ 21,265.00 8 8,033.33 
Augusta, 100,456.00 44,466.67 
Belgrade, 43,080.00 9,041.67 
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Benton, 26,575.72 5,775.00 
Chelsea, 11,266.05 4,441.67 
China, •47,735.34 12,708.33 
Clinton, 40,625.00 10,175.00 
Farmingdale, 14,966.19 3,641.67 
Fayette, 16,920.00 4,966.67 
Gardiner, 65,070.53 23,108.33 
Hallowell, 16,421.00 7,808.33 
Litchfield, 24,860.00 9,158.33 
Manchester, 12,330.00 3,408.33 
Monmouth, 32,950.00 9,216.67 
Mt. Vernon, 27,650.00 9,258.33 
Pittston, 33,939.14 11,208.33 
Readfield, 40,003.00 8,008.33 
Rome, 25,675.00 3,666.07 
Sidney, 30,039.00 8,183.33 
Vassalboro, 73,100.00 14,750.00 
Vienna, 15,557,44 4,213.33 
Water ville, 68,016.00 19,888.33 
Wayne, 22,2S<U.>0 6,091.66 
West Gardiner, 22,374.00 6,291.67 
Windsor, 35,044.00 7,925.00 
Winsiow, 25,658.00 7,375.00 
Winthrop, 50,430.00 12,350.00 
Unity Plantation, 1,850.00 291.67 
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JEWELER. 
W a t c h R e p a i r i n g a n d E n g r a v i n g , 
Granite Bank Building, 
A U G U S T A , - - M A I N E . 
CHURCHES. 
The inhabitants of Belgrade are called a law-abiding and God-
fearing people, as the world goes, but the strong religious feeling 
that pervaded the tm'.'u in the good old times is lacking to-day, 
as it is in nearly all country districts of Maine. Churches and 
parish organizations once played an important part in the affairs 
of the .town, and every Sunday witnessed worship in several 
churches, but to-day there is but one or two places of public 
worship open in Belgrade. Sometimes, however, as was often 
the case in the early days, small religious gatherings are held at 
dwelling houses, school houses, or some other convenient place. 
Until 1826 all religious services in town were held in that way; 
but since then four places of public worship have been erected. 
The first house of worship was built in 1826-27 at Rockwood's 
Corner, and was known as the South meeting house. I t was 
built principally by the Baptist denomination and has always 
been called a Baptist church, although members of other denom-
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inations helped in its construction and have worshiped there from 
time to time. I t was dedicated June 18, 1828. Rev. Elias 
Taylor first preached there, and was pastor of the church for 
many years. He was followed by Lucious Packard, D. McMaster, 
Asa W. Cummings, T. Goldwait, Z. Morton, Adam Wilson, E. 
Cox, D. B. Small, and J. S. Cummings, all ordained ministers; 
while others have occupied its pulpit temporarily at different 
times. The membership of the Baptist society here was one 
hundred and eight in 1831 ; eighty in 1833; sixty in 1840; sixty-
six in 1844; fifty-two in 1855, and thirty-nine in lSijo. Through 
the efforts of John Pitts and Samuel Titcomb, two wealthy and 
influential men who ived near Belgrade hill, a church was built 
there in 1827, and dedicated the following year. It was one of 
those churches common to the old days with no tire-place or 
chance for stove within it, and worshiping there in cold weather 
must have been a strain on the piety of even those good people. 
It was built by the united efforts of the Unitarians and Freewill 
Baptists, at a cost of about $1,300. William Farmer, who was 
also principal for a time of the old Titcomb Academy near by, 
was its first pastor and preached there for many years. Samuel 
Hutchins also occupied its pulpit several years, and others from 
time to time, but the church had no other regular pastors. It 
was occupied more or less regularly until 1885, when the spirit of 
their fathers seemed to desert the residents of the Hill, and by 
special act of the legislature the old church was torn down and 
the timbers sold to Benjamin Gleason. He hauled them to his 
farm in Oakland and made them into a barn. 
In 1839, the Quakers, or Friends, of whom there was quite a 
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large number then in town, built a small meeting house in the 
southwest corner of the Quaker burying ground, about one mile 
north of the depot. They occupied it until 1853, when it was 
hauled by ox teams a mile further north, near the Frank Page 
farm. Here they held meetings for several years, but the society 
gradually died out, and the structure was sold to Joseph Taylor 
for a barn. I t was burned in 1880. By the combined efforts of 
the Adventists and the Methodists a small church was built at 
Belgrade Mills in 1870. The greater part of its cost was con-
tributed by David Golder, one of the most prominent and public 
spirited men of his day in Belgrade. 
The Adventist camp ground at Lakeside has a fame extending 
far beyond the limits of Maine, and for a week or two each 
autumn thousands are attracted here, both by religious zeal and 
by the beautiful surroundings of the picturesque spot. It is 
situated in a hardwood grove on the western shore of snow pond, 
about midway in its length, and is as charming and romantic a 
spot as one can desire to find. Not least among the attractions 
of the place is a spring of pure water of unusually beneficial 
quality, quantities of which are often shipped to distant places. 
The line of the Maine Central runs through the grounds, where a 
depot has been located, but a short distance from North Belgrade 
station. The Adventists first began to worship in this beautiful 
temple of nature on the lake front in 1880, and since then have 
made many improvements there. It was situated on the farm of 
Frank Hallett, but they secured a lease of it for a long term of 
years. 
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EDUCATIONAL NOTES. 
The early history of education in the town of Belgrade, like 
other towns of the State of Maine, is the account of the struggles 
of the hardy toilers of the soil that their sons and daughters 
might have the privileges of acquiring a liberal school education. 
The earliest schools of the town were kept in the dwelling houses. 
When the town was incorporated in 1796, a committee, Captain 
Samuel Smith, Anderson Taylor, and Joseph Greely, was ap-
pointed to divide the town into rive districts. This number was 
gradually increased until at one time it reached eighteen. In 
1796, the town raised for the support of schools the sum of $80.00 ; 
the sum raised for the same purpose a century later was $1,500.00, 
but we feel safe to say that each of these figures represents a 
liberal appropriation for the time. 
TITCOMB B E L G R A D E ACADEMY. 
Titcomb Academy, founded in 1829, was named in honor of 
Samuel Titcomb, through whose efforts, together with those of 
John Pit ts , its establishment was made possible. The Academy 
building was a large, two story brick structure, and from its situ-
ation on the summit of Belgrade hill, commanded one of the 
grandest views in Kennebec County. The institution was incor-
porated, and its management was in the hands of a board of 
trustees elected annually. Here were taught the higher branches, 
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unknown to the common schools, as well as ancient and modern 
languages, and students of both sexes came from many of the 
neighboring towns. In its most prosperous days over a hundred 
pupils were in attendance. A lyceum, connected with it during 
its whole existence, formed no unimportant part. Among the 
teachers and pupils were many who have since won high names 
for themselves. Regular terms at the Academy were held each 
year until about 1865, when lack of financial support and the 
introduction of free high schools in many of the surrounding 
towns were the chief reasons for closing its doors. In June, 
1885, the edifice was burned under suspicious circumstances. The 
first principal of the Academy was William Farrar, and among 
others who acted as principals in subsequent years were: Thomas 
Hubbard, Horace Austin, Charles K. Hutchins, D. F . Goodrich, 
Milford T. Merchant, Mr. Grant, Mr. Mathews, and Mr. Adams. 
A few bricks in an open field now mark the spot where once 
flourished this, the only institution of higher education ever in 
this part of the County. 
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EARLY SETTLEMENTS. 
The pioneers of Sidney came as early as 1760. One of the 
very first was John Marsh, whose grant bearing the date "Boston, 
June 24th, 1763," is still preserved in the family, as the farm he 
cleared has also remained in the possession of his descendents. 
On the lot next, south, Abial Lovejoy, Esq., settled. Two miles 
farther down the river Levi Powers was granted the right of 
settlement, but in 1783 he sold to Jethro Gardner, who sold, eight 
years later, to Anthony Faught, a German emigrant. 
The Winslow survey, made in 1761, covered three ranges of 
lots along the river. Each lot was one mile long, and between 
the lots were "range ways," reserved for public roads. 
West Sidney, owing to the fact that it lay on the stage route 
from Augusta to Farmington, was the largest settlement and had 
the nearest approach to a village ever located in the town. Here 
were the earliest stores, the trading point of the thrifty settlers 
in the surrounding country. The first settlers on the Pond road 
were Moses Sawtelle and John Sawtelle. 
Some of the old residents in the western part of the town 
.vere: Deacon W m . Ward and his father, Timothy Woodward, 
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Richard Robinson, and his sons Joseph and Gideon, Daniel and 
Asa Wilbur, Paul and Elijah Hammond, John Jackson, Isaac 
Cowan, John, Ebenezer and Asa Trask, Joseph Nash, Ezekiel 
Farrincton, Benj. Grover, Nehemiah Longley, Samuel Smith, 
Joseph Abbott, Jotham Allen, Thos. and Dennis Bowman, 
Stephen Jewell, Esq., Japheth Beale, Daniel Tiffany, and Wil-
longhby Taylor. 
In the vicinity of Bacon's Corner, or Sidney Center, William 
Bacon was an early trader, tavern keeper arid general business 
man. Others of the earlier families in this part of the town 
were: John Ham, tavern keeper; Seth Robinson, blacksmith; 
William Ham, shoemaker; Libni Kelley, jeweler; and Isaac 
Steadrnan, John and Jonathan Mathews, Joshua and W. Ellis, 
Moses Varnum, Jeremiah Blaisdell, John and Ahasuerus Dunton, 
James Snow, who came in 1804; John Linscott, James Faught, 
John and Abraham Pinkham, Eben Mathews, Moses and Na-
thaniel Reynolds, and William Chamberlain. 
Beginning on the river road at the southern line of the town, 
many of the old residents were: Reul and Samuel Howard, 
Peres Hamlen, Reuben Pinkham and his son, Reuben; Frederick 
and Jacob Faught, Deacon Edmond Hayward, David, Elisha and 
Luther Reynolds, Barnabus Thayer, Benjamin Dyer and his son, 
Jonathan, a surveyor; Col. Wm., and Dea. Paul Bailey; Jeremiah 
Thayer and his son, Timothy; Benjamin Branch, Eli French, a 
blacksmith; John Sawtelle, Samuel and James Hutchinson, Daniel 
Thayer, Edwin Arnold, Stephen and William Lovejoy, Dr. 
Ambrose Howard, Moses Hastings, Dodivah Townsend, Thaddeus 
Snell, Joseph Clark, Jesse Scudder, David Doe, Daniel Smiley, 
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David Townsend, James Hutchinson, Joseph Cobb, Matthew 
Lincoln, Bethuel Perry, Levi Moore, whose two sisters married 
Alexander and William Smiley, and had thirteen children each; 
Thomas Avery, John and Eben Blaisdell, Charles P. Davis, 
Theodore and Nathaniel Merrill, John Bragg, Samuel Springer, 
Major Brackett, Paul T. Stevens, Flint Barton, who had thirteen 
boys; Captain Dean Bangs and Peleg Delano. 
The present town of Sidney was formerly that part of Vassal-
boro lying west of the river, but was set off and incorporated, 
the 76th town in the State, January 3>, 1792, and was named 
Sidney in honor of Sir Philip Sidney. The town contains about 
20,000 acres, of which 1,000 acres form the great Sidney bog. 
TOWN OFFICERS. 
SELECTMEN. 
The selectmen of Sidney have been first elected in the years 
indicated, and the figures show the terms of service, when more 
Lhan one: 1792, Flint Barton, 4; Moses Hastings, 2 ; Moses 
Sawtelle; 1793, Samuel Tiffany, 2 ; Levi Moore, Benjamin Dyer, 
5; 1795, Ichabod Thomas, 5; Nathan Sawtelle, William Smiley; 
1796, John Woodcock, 1 1 ; Samuel Dinsmore, 4 ; Timothy Reyl 
nolds; 1798, Obadiah Longley. 11 ; David Reynolds; 1799, Danie-
Tiffany, 7 ; Silas Hoxie, 10; 1802; David Smiley; 1803, Jonas 
Sawtelle, 2 ; 1805, Ambrose Howard, 11 ; Isaac Hoxie, 2 ; 1809, 
Edmond Barton, 2 ; 1810, Elisha Barrows; 1811, Eliphalet Bri t t ; 
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1812, Peres Hamlin, Thomas S. Farrington; 1813, Seneca Stanley; 
1814, Asa Abbott, 2 ; 1816, Paul Bailey, 2 ; 1818, Stephen 
Springer, 2; 1821, Nathaniel Dyer ; 1822, James Smiley, 4; 
Nathaniel Merrill, 3 ; 1825, Bethuel Perry, 7; 1820, Samuel 
Butterlield, 8; 1829, James Shaw, 6; 1831, Abial Abbott ; 1832, 
Paul Hammond, Daniel Tiffany, Jr., 5 ; 1833, Asa Smiley, 18; 
William Prescott, 3 ; 1836, Joseph Ilutchins, 2 ; 1837, Gideon 
Wing, 13; IS39, Barnabas D. Howard, 2 ; 1842, George Longley, 
John Merrill, 14; 1845, Elijah Sawtelle; 1850, Charles W Long-
lev, 2; 1*53, Greenleaf Low; 1854, Bradford Sawtelle, 3; 1855, 
Ilosea Blaisdell, Paul Wing, 6; 1850, Stephen W a r d ; 1857, 
James Sherman, 4; Jonas Butlerfield, 10; 1858, T. D. .Merrill, 2; 
1859, Charles W Coffin, 5; I860, Silas L . W a i t e ; 1861, Benjamin 
F. Folger, 3 ; 1802, Elbridge G. Morrison; 1864, William A. 
Shaw, 12; 1S68, Alonzo Davies, 2; 1870, .Charles C. Hamlen, 6; 
1871, Lawristou Guild, 3; Greenlief Barton, 2; Charles H. Love-
joy, 12; 1S73, William A. Tanner, 2; 1876, Henry A. Barker, 
Jonas M. Hammond, 4; 1867, Loren B. Ward, 5; 1880, George 
T. Bowman, 2; 1882, D. R. Townsend, 2 ; 1883, Martin L. 
Keynolds, 5; A. T. Clark, 8; 1887, D. H. Goodhue, 2; 1889, 
Gorman K. Hastings; 1890, Fred E. Blake, 3 ; 1891, Charles H. 
Kelley, 2; 1893-'94, G. F . Bowman, J. M. Hammond, S. C. 
Hastings; 1895, D. H. Goodhue, A. M. Jones, F . O. Hamlen; 
1896, G. F . Bowman, J. M. Hammond, S. C. Hastings; 1897, G. 
F . Bowman, S. C. Hastings, J . E. Nash; 1898-'02, A. T. Clark. 
C. H. Lovejoy, F . E. Blake; 1903, A. T. Clark, J . E. Nash, J. H, 
Swift; 1904, G. F . Bowman, J . E. Nash, H. A. Faught. 
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CLERKS. 
The successive town clerks have been: Icliabod Thomas, 1792; 
Thoraas Smiley, 1794; Ebenezev Bacon, Jr., 1796; Icliabod 
Thomas, 1798; William Goodhue, 181-2; Ichabod Thomas, 1813; 
Daniel Tiffany, 1816; John Woodcock, 1817; Ambrose Howard, 
18-22; Samuel Butterfield, 1824; Abial Abbott, 1831; Samuel 
Butterfield, 1832; Nathaniel Sherman, 1837; John B. Clifford, 
1S39; Daniel S. Purinton, 1841; Asa S. Tovvnsend, 1846; A. S. 
Haywood, 1S53; F . E . Clark, 1S57; E. P Shaw, 1859; Keuel 
Fields, 1864; J . C. Grant, 1865; J. S. Grant, 1866; T. J. Grant, 
1872; J . II . Field, 1873; J. S. Grant, 1880; Fred E. Blake, 1885 ; 
S. X. Waite, 1896; G. R. Campbell, 1899; S. N. Waite, JIOOO. 
TREASURERS. 
David Smiley was the first town treasurer. John Woodcock 
was elected in 1793; Isaac Cowan in 1796; Ebenzer Bacon, 1798; 
Ichabod Thomas, 1799; Flint Barton, 1801; Ichabod Thomas, 
1802; Benjamin Dyer, 1803; Ichabod Thomas, 1804; Benjamin 
Dyer, 1805; Daniel Tiffany, 1812; Isaac Steadman, 1820; 
Daniel Tifiany, 1823; Samuel Butterfield, 1824; John Wood-
cock, 1828; Theodore Merrill, 1828; Elisha Clark, 1840; 
John Sawtelle, 1841; Paul Hammond, 1842; Elisha Clark, 
1845; Paul Hammond, 1847; Frederick R. Sherman, 1857; 
Carlos Hammond, 1862; R. D. Smiley, 1864; Carlos Ham-
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mond, 18G5; Charles E. Avery, 1869; W A. Tanner, 1871; 
F. R. Sherman, 1874; Carlos Hammond, 1875; Howard B. 
Wyman, 1877; Carlos Hammond, 1880; J. F . Warren, 1881; 
Howard B. Wyman, 1883; Fred E. Blake, 18*7; Carlos Ham-
mond, 1889; Thomas S. Benson, 1*91; Carlos Hammond, 1897; 
S.A.Clark, 1900. 
MILITARY MATTERS. 
The military history of Sidney is brilliant with the long list of 
her noble sons, who so readily responded to the country's call, 
and with the magnificent achievements accorded to their valor 
while on the field. W e give the following list of those who en-
listed during the war of 1812-14, as recorded in the Maine adju-
tant general's office. 
Sidney raised men for Lieutenant Colonel Sherwin's regiment. 
One company had Richard Smith as captain; Benjamin Sawtelle 
as lieutenant; John Robinson, ensign; Samuel Jones, Paul Ham-
mond Jr., George Woodcock, and Edmund Longley, sergeants; 
Ebenezer Irish, Jr., Ichabod Pi t ts , Jr., Samuel Smith, Jr., and 
David Weeks, corporals; Asa Sawtelle and Abial Abbott, 
musicians. Thirty two privates were enrolled. Another com-
pany for Sherwin's regiment had for captain, Stephen Lovejoy; 
for ensign, Joshua Ellis. The sergeants were John Tinkham, Jr., 
John Sawtelle, Jr., Joseph Hastings, and Thomas Johnson. 
Abial Dinsmore and Jacob Lovejoy were musicians. Thirty nine 
privates enlisted in the company from Sidney. The third enlisted 
company from Sidney had for its captain, Amasa Lesley; lieu-
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tenant, Bethuel Per ry ; ensign, David Daniels. The non-commis-
sioned officers were: Ebenezer Perry, John Bragg, Jr., John 
Davis, Rufus Emerson, sergeants; Zenos Perry, Robert Packard, 
Abel Sawtelle, Woodhouse Boyd, corporals; Francis Smiley, Seth 
Perry, musicians. The private* numbered thirty two. 
Men were drafted from Sidney and a company attached to 
Colonel Sherwin's regiment, of which company Stephen Love-
joy was captain; Joseph Warren, lieutenant; Ebenezer Lawrence, 
ensign; Palmer Branch, John Bates, Jabez Harlow and Joshua 
Grant, sergeants; Levi Meade and Ebenezer Morse, corporals; 
Winthrope Robinson, musician. This company embraced eighty 
men as privates. Captain Lesley's company, before mentioned, 
was enlisted, but he went to Wiscasset late in the autumn of 
1814, with a company of drafted men from Sidney. The com-
misioned officers were: Captain, Amasa Lesley; lieutenant, Ben-
jamin Sawtelle ; ensign, William Bodfish ; Elias Doughty, Samuel 
Page, David Gullifer and John Bragg, Jr., were sergeants; Went-
worth Steward, Samuel Jones, Robert Packard and Ebenezer 
Trask, corporals; Nathaniel Dunn and Richard Jones, musicians. 
This company had fifty two privates. 
No less responsive were these liberty loving citizens when in 
1861, President Lincoln issued his call for 75,000 troops to main-
tain the union at any cost. The names of those who enlisted 
from this town during the year 1861 are as follows: 
*Charles H. Arnold, p at Gettysburg, July 2, '63 ; Perry Arnold, 
Calvin Bacon, William E. Brown, w at Gettysburg, Joseph A. 
'Names transcribed by Capt. Thomas Clark, adjutant general's office. Abbreviations 
used: k, killed; w, wounded; d, died; p, prisoner. 
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WHERE QUALITY IS HIGH A N D PRICES L O W : 
BOWDITCH, WEBSTER & CO.'S, 
T h e O l d e s t and Larges t Drug 
Store in A u g u s t a 
Trusses and Supporters fitted and warranted. High Grade Syringes 
and Rubber Goods at prices that anniahilate competition. 
Clark, d in prison, June 22, '64; Francis O. Dealing, Allen H. 
Druramonrl, w Dec. 13, '(13; William Ellis, Charles T. Ellis, 
George A. Ellis, k at Chanlilly; Henry Field, Ausburn ITutchins, 
James H. Matthews, George W. Nason, p May 2, ' 63 ; Hiram G. 
Robinnsoii, Greenlief W. Robinson, p May 2, ' 63 ; Joel F . Rich-
ardson, Charles II. Robinson, John E. Shaw, 1 at New Orleans, 
Aug. 17, "C2; Augustus M. Sawtelle, Augustus P . Smiley, w at 
Bull Run; Henry W. Sawtelle, John It. Sawtelle, Charles W. 
Smiley, Charles Snell, Allen Smith, James A. Thomas, George F. 
Wixen, William Henry Young. 
The subsequent list contains the names of later enlistments: 
Henry A. Annis, William A. Arnold, Charles E. Avery, w and 
p May 5, '64; Artemus It. Bacon, Charles H. Bartlett, William H. 
Bean, w May 27, ' 63 ; William Bennett, Thomas S. Benson, 
Hartson M. Bragg, Austin Bragg, George B. Brown, William M. 
Burgess, Charles Butler, Edward Butler, Frank Butler, Alfred L. 
Burgess, d July 4, '63 ; Ephriam L. Chamberlain, Enoch S. Chase, 
Lieut. Martin V. B. Chase, Lorenzo D. Clark, d Oct. 8, '63; 
George A. Clark, Franklin L. Connor, Amasa L. Cook, Benjamin 
T. Curtis, d Aug. 5, '63; Jedediah Cronkhite, Thomas J. Cun-
ningham, Henry C. Davenport, d May 6, ' 6 3 ; Roscoe G. Daven-
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port, d Feb. 27, '63 ; Charles II. Davis, Andrew Denifer, John 
Dexteeter, Benjamin F . Dow, Henry J . Dyer, d on transport, Oct. 
12, '64; Sullivan Ellis, William Ellis, Patrick Falney, Eben M -
Field, Albus T. Field, Joseph F . Field, Timothy R. French, w 
June 3, '64; Mark Frost, Joseph A. Gray, Horace Hal!, Henry A. 
Hallett, Q. M. John Ham, Enoch B. Hamlin, Albert H. Hallett, 
Simon C. Hastings, H. W D. Hayward, William W . Hersom, 
Melville Irish, John Kelley, Harvey M. Leighton, Grandville B. 
Libby, Joseph M. Lincoln, Samuel S. Longley, Sewall Lovejoy, w 
May 6, '64; David Low, David A. Low, John Mahon, Fred H. 
Mann, k June 3 , ' 64 ; James S. Marble, p May 10, ' 63 ; Darius 
Meader, Daniel McLaughlin, John McLaughlin, John McRay, 
Winslow II. Mclntire, d *>f wounds, June 15, '64; Charles II. 
Xasop, d Aug. 1, '64; Hiram B. Nichols, Thomas M. I'aekard, 
David 0 . Parks, Henry R. Perkins, Mulford B. Reynolds, p June 
24, '64: William II. Reynolds, George M. Reynolds, w ; Asa 
Rollins, d Sept. 22, '64; Hiram Robinson, George W. Kollins, 
Joseph Royal, Edward B. Sanderson, Charles W. Sanders.>n d of 
wounds, June 13, '04; Charles E. Sawtclle, Justin A. Sawtelle, 
Samuel W. Scofield, Charles Sherman, d Mar. 24, ' 63 ; A. B . 
Sibley, Augustine Smiley, d at Stevensburgh, Va., Jan. 5, '64; 
Eben Springer, George E. Staples, Jeremiah C. Stevens, Daniel 
Sughire, Jethro II. Sweat, w May 16 , '64 ; William H. Stewart, 
Leavitt Thayer, James W Vanwart, Silas N. Wait, George 
Whitney, Alexander Wilson, Richard W . Withee, Alonzo Wixon, 
d Aug. 27, '63 ; Edward Wixon, Vernal A. Woodcock, Adj. 
Joseph T. Woodward. 
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From other sources than Capt. Clark we find the following: 
Asst. Surg. John S. Cushing, William H. Farnum, Mar. '63; 
Thomas R. Holt, mortally w July, '64; William II. Hoxie, p 
May, '63. 
MANUFACTURING ACCOUNT. 
Most of the early saw mills built in Sidney were located on or 
near the river road. The Thayer brook was the most southerly 
stream affording water power. On its banks were two saw mills, 
one built and operated by John Sawtelle and his son, Milton, 
then sold to Peter Sibley, its last owner. The old mill had a 
long life, running till l sso . The other mill was nearer the river 
and was owned by Willard Bailey and John Sawtelle, who had a 
snit.ll ship yard making schooners of one hundred tons or under— 
the only boat building done in Sidney. The mill was abandoned 
before 1S40. 
John Marsh built, in 1763, a saw mill and a grist mill on the 
east side of the river road, where the Bog brook, since known as 
the Hastings brook, crosses it. These mills were both carried 
away by a freshet and an ice jam in 1774. Thomas Clark, a 
pioneer, had two bags of meal in the mill. Despite the warnings 
of all present, he brought one bag to a place of safty, and then, 
saying his family needed that grist, rushed back into the mill just 
as the resistless torrent bore it and him to destruction. Moses 
Hastings rebuilt them—the grist mill on the south and the saw mill 
on the north side of the stream—and was the proprietor of both 
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for many years. William Lovejoy the next owner, sold to Howard 
& Sawyer, who in 1830 sold to Asa Smiley and Samuel Clark, and 
they to Oliver Moulton. About 1835, Smiley & Clark built 
another grist mill one-fourth of a mile further up the stream, 
removing the grinding machinery from the old to the new mill. 
A shingle machine was then placed in the old mill, and the lum-
ber and shingle output of the two mills below the road was 
heavy. They were both destroyed by fire about 1860. Plaster 
was ground in the old grist mill, and afterwards in the new 
grist mill. The latter was taken down about 1850. 
David Buxton, as agent for the Southwicks, of Vassalboro, 
built soon after 1800, on the north bank of the Hastings brook 
and the west side of the river road, a tannery, which was en-
larged in 1*36 by Hiram Pishon. Henry Cutler bought the 
property in 1844, and it went down on his hands. The last tan-
ning done there was about 1870. 
A half mile above the river road, on the same stream, Alex-
ander and Joseph Smiley owned a saw mill, on land now belong-
ing to Sumner Clark. When this mill was worn out they built 
another about one hundred rods below, that was used till 1868. 
On the same dam Daniel Ormsby built a carding and cloth dress-
ing mill, which he sold to Jeremiah Robinson, and he to William 
Macartney. I t was not operated after 1850. 
Boots and shoes were made in considerable quantities between 
1840 and 1860 in the old tannery, by Dunham & Estes, and later 
by Abner Piper. At that time nine dwelling houses were filled 
with operatives of the different industries, not one of which 
remains. The school district had then 112 children of school age. 
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The first store on the river roal was built here by E. Darwin 
Howard and a Mr. Sawyer, who filled it with a large stock of 
goods. They failed, and were succeeded by Stephen Chase about 
1S3I'I. Samuel Cutler, who traded there in war times, was the 
last. The building was afterwards used in the tannintr business. 
Captain James Sherman bought, in 1S44, the corner that has 
long borne liiu naire, and about 1<>;'0 built thereon a store, in 
which Uarnard Mail ie traded till l'-5".. For the next thirty 
\ears the captain sold goods himself t h u \ . Since 18XG, William 
P. Marble, the present trader, has owned the premises. Bethuel 
Perry kept a store, before 1K4<1, where A. S. Davenport's house is-
Stephen Springer and Jerry Morrill traded here previous to 1840, 
Peleg Delano, a pioneer in the north part of the town, built, on 
the brook that has ever since borne his name, a grist mill that did 
a good business, which was worn out early in the nineteenth 
century. About the same time Joshua Davis had, successively 
two saw mills on the same stream, one-fourth of a mile nearer the 
river, in one of which he was killed in 1S09. After these mills 
had run down, Peleg Delano built on the site of his. grist mill a 
saw mill that was used for years, and then replaced with a new 
one by his son, Silas Delano, and Rutherford Drummond. Wil-
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liam Prescott was the last owner of this mill, which ran till about 
1850. On the brook near the town farm, anil about one-fourth of 
a mile from the river, Levi Moure had a saw mill that had its day 
and came to grief about 1810. 
Flint Barton, who wme here in 1773, built a saw mill on the 
stream that took his name. He was a blacksmith, and had in his 
shop a trip-hammer that was run by water power. This mill 
was succeeded by a grist mill, from which the stones were 
removed in 1832. In 1859, Albion B. B irton built on an old dam 
a grNt mill that Paul T. Stevens ran on shares till 1X;>5, when it 
could pay its way no longer. Flint Barton built, operated and 
abandoned an ashery before I00O. 
A shingle mill, built by William Go:T about 1850, on land now 
owned by LeRoy Goff, and iun for t w n t y years, was ahout the 
last mill building in Sidney. 
On the brook just north of the Center, Nathan Blackman and 
Joseph Field built a saw mill soon after 1820, and twenty-five 
years later a grist mill. These they operated until about 1855 
when they sold to Abial and Alfred Bacon. A few years later 
Sil::s L. Waite purchased the property. 
Near Bacon's Corner James Ham had a tannery that was dis-
continued in 1840, and at West Sidney Timothy Woodward 
operated a tannery at the same time. Many brick yards have also 
been operated in town, but most of them on a small scale. The 
early traders at Bacon's Corner were: William Bacon, the first; 
then Samuel and Franklin Butteriield, Rufus Davenport, Nathan 
Dillingham, W Purrington, Gilbert Barker, Alpheus Hayward, 
William Gardner, Frank Somes, and Carlos Hammond. 
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West Sidney was the earliest trading center. The traders who 
have done business here wore: James Shorey, the first; then 
Jeremiah Robinson, Stephen A. Page, Nathan Sanders, Enos 
Cummings, George Hoyt, E. L. Davis, Joseph F. , and B. L, 
Woodward, Jacob C. Gordon, and Mrs. Albert Smith. 
CHURCH ACCOUNT 
BAPTISTS. 
The first religious organization in Sidney was formed in the 
southwest part of the town in 1791, by the Calvinistic Baptists, 
who named their church, Second Vassalboro. Asa Wilbur and 
Lemuel Jackson, then local preachers, were the leaders. The 
former became the pastor in 1796, and in 1S08 he represented the 
town in the General Court of Massachusetts. The church was 
diminished in 1806, when nineteen members left to form the 
second Baptist church, but was increased by a revival in 1811, 
After a thirty-three years' pastorate, Asa Wilbur left the church 
in 1829 with no minister. In 1843 a new organization was 
effected by Joseph and Enos Cummings, Asa, William and David 
T. Ward, and Paul Harmon and their wives, Abigail Bean and 
others. But three of the original members were living in 1892. 
The ministers have been: Elders Case, Powers, Walter Foss, 
William Ward, William Tilley, S. G. Sargeant and Enos Cum-
mings. Meetings were held in school-houses till, in 1840, the 
present church was built. Services were maintained a part of 
each year—usually through the warm weather. 
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A powerful revival in 1805, under the preaching of Rev. Asa 
Wilbur, resulted in the formation of a second Baptist church, 
February 7, 1806. The organization was perfected at the house 
of Benjamin Dyer, on the river road, and signed by seventeen 
members: Nathaniel Reynolds, Jr., Edmund Hay ward, Asa 
Williams, Benjamin Dyer, John Sawtelle, Charles Webber, Jr., 
Henry Babcock, Mary Mathews, Mary Reynolds, Jemima Dyer, 
Mercy Matthews, Thankful Faught, Elizabeth Andrews, Eunice 
Williams, Abigail Tuttle, Sarah Ingham, and Susan Hay ward. 
Rev. Joseph Palmer, in 1809, was the first pastor. He left in 
1812, and Rev. Ezra Going in 1826 came next, succeeded by 
Lemuel Porter, a student in Waterville College, in 1831. In 
January of that year the old church was dissolved, and a new 
church was formed at John Sawtelle's house. The movement was 
in no sense a disagreement, but a harmonious step for the com-
mon good. The names on the new church roll consisted of eight-
een males and twenty females. Asa Williams, James Smiley, and 
Paul Bailey were chosen deacons. 
The first meeting house was built in 1821 by John Sawtell, Dr. 
Ambrose Howard, Paul Bailey, James Shaw, and Jonathan 
Mathews, who furnished the money and sold the pews for their 
pay. It stood on John Sawtelle's land, and was used for meetings 
till the present church was built. In 1860, Bradford Sawtelle 
bought the pew holder's rights, and moving it a few rods back 
from the old spot, converted it into a barn. 
The Baptist meeting house now in use, standing on the river 
road three miles north of the old one, and on the corner of the 
Sawtelle cross road, was built in 1844, to be nearer the center of 
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the society. One of the first preachers in the old house was 
Elder Kane, of Clinton, succeeded by Elder Bradford. Elders 
Summers, Estes, Arthur Drinkwater, C. E. Harden, and William 
Tilley, have been regular preachers since. Theological students 
from Bates College supplied the pulpit for some years a part of 
the time. The society at one time owned a parsonage, which was 
sold after standing empty for a long time. In June, 1898, Rev. 
Alexander Kenney was ordained a pastor, and was succeeded in 
1900 by Rev. E. E. Longley, who went to Buxton Center last 
vear; since which time J. T. Clark has supplied in this pulpit. 
METHODISTS. 
Methodism was first preached and planted in Sidney by its 
great apostle, Jesse Lee, January 29, 1794. This town was first 
included in the Readfield circuit, but no preacher's name is 
recorded who visited Sidney regularly till 1809, when Ebenezer 
F. Newall, then in charge of Hallowell circuit, came here to 
preach, and became acquainted with Miss Nancy Butterfield. 
The itinerant liked the young lady and the people, and ministered 
to his double charge with promptness and manifest acceptance. 
The society built the meeting house still in use at Bacon's Corner 
in 1815, and must have prospered, for in 1828, Japheth Beale and 
Stephen Jewett built for the trustees of the Methodist society 
another, and the largest house of worship ever in town. The6e 
trustees were: Ezekiel Robinson, Japheth Beale, Nathaniel 
Steadman, Carey Ellis, Oliver Parsons, and Stephen Springer. 
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The builders expected to sell pews enough to fully repay their 
investment, but never did. 
The year 1845 seems to have been a season of great church 
enterprise in the center of the town. The Universalists built 
there that year, and by a combined movemeut of the other 
societies the large Methodist church was moved over a mile to the 
Center, and reopened as a Union meeting house. Stephen Jewett 
and Moses Frost were active in the change. The land the house 
was originally built on became a part of the Bowman nursery 
farm, and the spot it now occupies was deeded to the pew owner 
by Joseph and Thomas J. Grant, in 1S46, to revert to the original 
owners when no longer used for religious purposes. Different 
denominations used the Union church till about 1880, since that 
the Grant heirs have claimed and taken possession of the church. 
Sidney first appears on the minutes in 18:2'.), when E. Robinson 
was the preacher in charge, followed by C. Mugford, 1831; S. P. 
Blake, 1832; M. Ward, 1833; M. Wight, 1835; and A. Heath in 
1830. From 1837 to 1845, Sidney and Fairfield were put to-
gether; then, after being a separate charge for two years, it was 
united to Readfield till 1850, when it again became a separate 
charge till 1860. For the next twelve years Sidney and North 
Augusta were united, and the meeting house and parsonage at 
Bacon's Corner were used. The parsonage was burned in 1873, 
and the same year Sidney disappears from the minutes. Some of 
the preachers in charge from 1837 to 1873 were : Z. Manter, 1844; 
John Young, 1845; Joseph Gerry, 1846; D. Hutchins, 1847; John 
Allen, 1848; T. Hill, 1850; W. M. Wyman, 1853; T. J . True, 1855; 
M. Wight, 1858; T. Whitt ier, 1859; A. C. Trafton, 1861; J. W. 
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Hathaway, 1862-3; Nathan Andrews, 1857 and 1865; Joseph P. 
Weeks, 1866-7; John M. Howes, 1868; F E. Emeric, 1869; and 
A. W. Waterhouse, from 1870 to 1873. Since 1874 the Method-
ist society in this town has been known on the minutes as North 
Sidney, and has been connected with Oakland. Meetings were 
held in school-houses till 1882, when the present meeting house 
was erected on Tiffany Hill. N . C. Clifford was pastor from 
1874 to 1877; F . W Smith, 1878; J . E. Clark, 1880; M. E. 
King, 1882; C. E. Springer, 1884; C. Munger, 1885 ; W . Canham, 
1886; H. Chase, 1887; A. Hamlin, 1888; C. A. Laughton, 1893-5; 
Frank Welch, 1895-6; Cyrus Purrington, 1896-9; J . B. Lapham, 
1899 to the present time. 
F R E E W I L L B A P T I S T S . 
The Freewill Baptists, who had a society and preachers for a 
number of years previous, reorganized in 1844 with a member-
ship of about fifty. James Grant and John Bragg were the first 
deacons. After meeting in different school-houses they were able, 
in 1852, to build their meeting house, which stands on the pond 
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road, at the junction of the cross road running to Bacon's Corner. 
One of their old-time preachers was Thomas Taylor. A colored 
revivalist, named Foy, was useful and popular for a while. Some 
of the more recent preachers and pastors have been; Elders Joel 
Spaulding, Selden Bean, Mason, Bates, and George 
Brown. 
A Freewill Baptist church was organized on the banks of a 
stream on Esquire Charles Davis' farm, where the society had 
gathered to baptize, in June , 1839. Ebenezer Blaisdell (who was 
the first deacon), Columbia Bowman, Lydia B. Blaisdell, Nancy 
Bowman, and "William Joy and wife, were some of the foremost 
members, who numbered eleven in all. The society was first 
called the Second Sidney, and the meetings alternated between 
the Delano and the Bowman school-houses. Daniel B. Lewis 
was the first preacher, followed by Stephen Russell for twenty-
two years, and later by Stephen Page. This society, many of 
whose members resided in Oakland, built a meeting house in that 
town in 1860, where their services have since been held. 
U N I V E R S A L I S T S . 
The first Universalis! society of Sidney was organized at the 
town hall, June 21, 1840, by the following persons: Dodivah 
Townsend, Nathan Sawtelle, Jr., Sumner Smiley, Albert Mitchell, 
Samuel Robinson, Silas Kinsley, Sumner Dyer, Newton Reynolds, 
Asa Heath, Asa Townsend, Daniel D. Dailey, Silas L. Wait, 
Orren Tallmann, Mulford Baker, Beriah Ward, Jonathan Daven-
port, Abial Abbott, Albert B . Pishon, and Ambrose H. Bartlett. 
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SPECIALTIES:—• 
Gold Fillings, Solid Crowns, Bridge Work ami Porcelain Inlay. 
They built their meeting house at Sidney Center in 1845, and 
held services regularly for many years. 
Although never regularly organized, the Spiritualists have held 
numerous public meetings in Sidney, chiefly through the efforts 
of Hon. Martin L. Reynolds. 
Census of Belgrade and Sidney 
1904 
« » - • • • • - « - * ~ — - — 
The population oi the towns of Belgrade and Sidney has 
been arranged herewith in families where tha t arrangement 
has beea possible. In these families, in addition to the resi-
dent living members, the names of the non-resident mem-
bers are included. I t should be borne in mind t h a t this 
plan does not include the names of all former residents 
of this town, as the names of the non-residents appear 
only when one or both the parents are still living in the 
town. At the end of the Census will be found the names 
of non-residents with their present addresses, when such 
addresses have been given to us. The non-residents are 
indicated by the (*). 
Following the names of the population is the occu-
pation. To designate the occupations we have used the 
more common abbreviat ions and contractions. Some of 
these follow: Farmer—iar; carpenter—car; railroad ser-
vice—R R ser; s tudent, a member of an advanced institution 
of learning—stu; pupil, a member of a lower grade of schools 
—pi; housework—ho; laborer—lab; physician and surgeon— 
phy & sur; clergyman—clerg; merchant—mer; teacher—tr; 
blacksmith—blk; clerk—cl; book-keeper—bk kpr; l a w y e r -
law; mechanic—mech; engineer—eng; insurance—ins; maker 
—mkr; worker—w'kr; work—wk; shoe shop work—s s work. 
This Census was taken expressly for this work during 
the spring of 1904 by Rev. B. V. Davis, Kent 's Hill, Maine. 
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50 CENSUS 
Arrangement of Post Offices 
BELGRADE 
Belgrade P 0. 
Belgrade Star Route 
Belgrade R. F. D. 29 
North Belgrade P. 0. 
Belgrade Lakes P (). 
Lakeside Depot P. 0. 
Augusta R. E. D. 4 
Augusta R. F D. 5 
Readfielu R. E. D. 28 
Oakland R. F. D. 33 
Oakland R. F. D. 34 
SIDNEY 
Augusta R. E. D. 3 
Augusta R. F. D. 4 
Augusta R. F. D. 7 
Oakland R. F. D. 36 
Oakland R. F. D. 3-S 
B E L G R A D E 
A 
Austin, Horace R far 
Edith C stu 
B 
Bunker, E S far & blk 
Clara E (McCoy ho 
P O S T O F F I C E 
*Hattie M dr mk 
Frank E blk 
Bert C painter 
Bunker, Fred E far & axe mk 
Emma J (Atkinson ho 
*Winfleld E axe mk 
*0scar axe nik 
c 
Cottle, Geo W far 
Margaret A (Wyman ho 
Arthur L tar 
Cottle, Alfred D far 
D 
Dunlap, Chas W L far 
G 
Glidden, Abbie (Trask retired 
Ellen M ho 
Gowell, Orrin H far 
Mary Ellen ( ho 
Howard E far & stu 
Geo M far & stu 
J 
Johnson, Albert M 
painter <fc far 
•Mary E ho 
•Julia E 
Harriet E (Webb ho 
* Ernest E cl 
Everett P Pi 
Elvira pl 
51 
L 
Lauder, William F 
far A: cooper 
L J cl 
Geo A hunter 
S 
Stevens, Marcia J (Williams ho 
*Isaac W lab 
*John W U S A 
*Nellie J ho 
T 
Tibbitts , Edwin 0 far 
Mary E (Yeaton ho 
Tibbitts, John far 
Inez E (Tibbitts ho 
May S Pl 
Ethel F Pl 
Rodney J Pl 
Fred L Pl 
Doris M Pl 
w 
Weston, C Marshall far 
Sarah A (Tucker ho 
Annie L tr 
Weston, Joseph P far 
Myrtie B (Whitehouse 
Webb, Harr ie t t E (Downs ho 
*Thomas M mach 
rsus 
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B E L G R A D E S T A R R O U T E 
Austin, Albert A 
Ames, Adaline J (Lord 
B 
Bunker, Albert C 
Cassie L (Jackson 
Mabel G 
Bickford, Alice B (Brooks 
Ralph E 
Herman L 
car 
ho 
painter 
ho 
ho 
ho 
lab 
lab 
Childs, Martha ho 
Chandler, Samuel far 
Eldusta D (Hale ho 
Nellie E ho 
*Philip Z draughtsman 
ChasH far 
Nancy L t r 
Nora'M stu 
D 
Damreu, Noah G far 
Julia A (Farnham ho 
*Dora C bo 
*Jerome 
*Hattie E 
*Sadie F 
* Wesley D 
*John M 
Dunn, Alice A 
polisher 
mill wk 
ho 
far 
livery 
dr mk 
Downward, E t t a (Hathaway 
ho 
*Alice A ho 
Blanche S ho 
Farnham, Willie E 
Flora (Clark 
Mildred A 
Charles E 
Harold 
Bernard 
Geo. P 
Foster, Edgar L 
Foster, Frank C 
Susan E (Lord 
Ethel C 
Vernon L 
Hildred S 
Farnham, Mar tha J 
*Albert E 
far 
ho 
Pi 
pl 
Pi 
far 
ho 
Pl 
P' 
Pl 
ho 
far 
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Guptill, Levi A far 
Sophrouia (Whitcomb ho 
•Arthur E dentist 
*Levi A cl 
Guptill, Rosselle N far 
Maud S (Yeaton ho 
Hazel M ho 
Groves, Oscar H far 
L Viola (Bradbury ho 
Marion B t r 
H 
Hathaway, E t t a (Webb ho 
•Nathan R R ser 
Lord, John A far 
Lord, Ellen H. D ho 
Lord, William E far 
Abbie L (Cottle ho 
Susie E ho 
J Frank far 
•Laura E ho 
•Will E far 
•Sadie F cl 
•Alice M nurse 
*Fred C phy 
Littlefield, Edwin far 
Orra far 
Littlefield, Geo lab 
Lord, Berton L car 
Edna M (Pray 
Leon H 
Vernon W 
Bessie M 
Libby, Theresa M 
Lord, Louisa S 
Lord, Walter H 
Vesta E (Trasl 
Helen H 
Lovejoy, Nellie G 
•Alice M 
*IdaM 
Angie B 
Geo A 
Frank H 
ho 
Pi 
Pi 
Pi 
(Austin ho 
ho & dr mk 
guide 
c ho 
(Douglass 
ho 
ho 
ho 
stu 
stu 
pi 
M 
Montgomery, Cora E (Foss ho 
•William E stu 
•James F stu 
•Edith E ho 
Moulton, Chas A far 
E t t a (Webb ho 
Chas A J r pi 
Mosher, Gideon far 
Arthur lab 
Levi lab 
•Daughter ho 
Morrill, Linnie N guide 
Grace F (Folsom 
Morrill, Russell S R cl 
Mosher, Edward H mer 
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Nettie Z (Taylor ho 
James E pi 
Mosher, Lillian M (Clark ho 
Penney, Taylor E R R ser 
Mary A (Alexander ho 
Lillie M tr 
Penney, (Lombard ho 
Benjamin M R R ser 
Prescott, Millie A (Sanford ho 
Chas A far 
Prescott, Chas A far & but 
Joseph S pi 
Cora E (Montgomery ho 
Penney, Benj M R R ser 
Cora A (Yeaton 
Clyde L R R ser 
ho 
ho 
ho 
far 
Page, Amelia (Parcher 
Ellen A 
Pray, Elmira F (Randall 
Pray, Chas M 
C (Simpson 
•Chas M J r 
*Nellie C 
*Marv A 
Frank W 
Emma L 
Marsella C 
E Louise 
Edward A 
clerg 
bk kpr 
ho 
far 
nurse 
Pi 
Pi 
R 
Reynolds, Clyde C car 
' Mabel G' ho 
Cecil M 
Reynolds, Fred W guide 
Nettie (Emery ho 
Guy J Pi 
Myrtie S Pi 
Gertrude E 
Roberts, Burton H R R ser 
Daisy S (Bangs ho 
Lubert L 
Reynolds, Leon E pby 
Elmira (Houghton ho 
Sawyer, Joseph H far 
Millie A (Prescott ho 
Spaulding, Samuel Y far 
Sarah A (Wentworth ho 
•Emma F ho 
*John F car 
Sawyer, Carroll R far 
Annie L (YTeaton ho 
Evelyn L 
Spaulding, F rank P far 
Ellen A (Dunn ho 
Alice A pi 
Francis L pi 
Trask, Alexander far 
Mary (Hilman ho 
Trask, Susan E 
*Samuel A. stone wk 
*Lizzie ho 
Tyler, Henry car 
Susanna (Farnham ho 
Tibbitts,EmerlineO(Toby ho 
*Lillian E nurse 
Frank L but 
*Emma G ho 
W 
Wood, Edwin S s ta t ion ag t 
Bertha L (Hawes ho 
White, Hartwell far 
Worcester, John far 
Worcester, Isaac far 
Y 
Yeaton, Edmond L U S ser 
Aura J (Yeafcon ho 
Ellen M ho 
YeatoD, Freeman G 
stone cutter 
Ellen A (Page ho 
Grace Z ho 
Yeaton, Chas H far 
55 
Cora E (Smith ho 
*Walter E mechanic 
Ina A ho 
Lewis A far 
*Annie M ho 
Florence E ho 
Laura G ho 
Lester C far 
Yestie L pi 
Mary E pi 
Y'eaton, Simon far 
Yeaton, (!has A 
car & carriage mkr 
Cora A ho 
Ora J ho 
*Agnes ho 
Edna ho 
Chas L M C R R s e r 
Yeaton, Chas L B R ser 
Nellie G (Lovejoy ho 
Grace E pi 
Carrie M pi 
Mamie C pi 
Gertie G 
Yeaton, Richard H retired 
*Addie (Train ho 
*Harrison F ag t G T Ry 
SUS 
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Adkins, Melvin A retired 
Andrews, Geo far 
Evelyn N ho 
Frank R 
Martha A (Richardson i 
Abbott, Geo M far 
•Edward E car 
Abbott, Delia M (Wright ho 
Adams, Hermon H far 
Ituel P 
Augusta Tallow Co 
Effie M (Philbrick ho 
Enoch H stu 
Frank C stu 
Mellen V pi 
Helen 
B 
Bartlett , Greenleaf G far 
C B (Hill ho 
Lincoln A mer 
Augie 0 Pi 
Bickford, Stephen M far 
Nellie E (White ho 
Leslie B stu & far 
Ivlna M stu 
Effie N Pi 
Archie J Pi 
Agnes S Pi 
Bachelder, Dexter L lab 
Effie L (Hersom bo 
Zella E Pi 
Doris H Pi 
Bachelder, Chester D far 
Vestie M (Clark ho 
Dexter L lab 
•Grace A ho 
•Ernest L pulp mill 
Mar tha E ho 
Bickford, E t t a ( 
Bickford, Mary B (Page ho 
Brann, Delia W (Stevens ho 
Ralph H pi 
Edith M pi 
Ellen V pi 
Jessie S pi 
Clark, Geo A far 
Lizzie S (Kimball ho 
Clark, Harrison C 
far & butcher 
Pamelia (Tyler ho 
Wesley H far & butcher 
Aura A ho 
Clark, Wesley H far 
Jennie E (Lord bo 
Clark, Geo fl far 
CENSUS 57 
Cummings, John M far 
Eva E (Pray ho 
Ethel M pi 
Ruth A pi 
Cummings, Joseph S 
clerg & far 
Amanda J (Hersom ho 
Inez Y ho 
.John M far 
Callie ho 
Cummings, Har ie t t X (Mosher 
ho 
Hattie M nurse 
*Annie B ho 
* Arthur K far 
*Chas F far 
Cummings, Vesta C ho 
* Jennie B H t r 
Clarence P C far 
Colby, Florence I (Partr idge 
ho 
*Frederick W 
real es ta te ag t 
*Clarence C stu 
*Florence stu 
Caro, R Lester far 
Caro E ho 
Curtis, Geo s teamboat mgr 
D 
Dudley, Florence A pi 
Dudley, Andrew C far 
Eliza M (Lougee ho 
Douglass, Gladys H pi 
Damren, James C far 
Damren, Hat t ie L (Higgins ho 
*Eliza May ho 
Clarence E pi 
Burtell far 
Damren, Bertell S far 
Florence E (Yeaton ho 
Damren, Millard S car 
P H (Stevens ho 
Carrie E ho 
Alma D pi 
Alice Z pi 
Clyde L pi 
C L pi 
Merl F pi 
Wilmer S 
Davies, Abbie J (Hammonds 
ho 
*Chas H 
supt insane hospital 
*Pamelia A ho 
*Louisa A ho 
*Sarah A ho 
Eldrid, William F retired 
Lillian G ho 
*Caroline H ho 
Farnham, Geo A 
Lydia J (Spaulding 
far 
ho 
58 CENSUS 
*Hiram E Col Prof 
Elnora ho 
*Mary B ho 
*Carrie L ho 
GeoB far 
Faruham, Lydia A (Hammond 
ho 
*Roscoe S car 
*Alphonso P truckman 
Willie E far 
Gertrude M ho 
Garden, Mamie pi 
Gowell, Isaac far 
Joanna H (Fifield ho 
Ida L ho 
Gleason, Geo S far 
Mabel L (Davis ho 
Gleason, Rebecca J (Merrifield 
ho 
Geo F far 
*Ervin B R R wk 
Georgianna ho 
*Ida V ho 
*Lillian M ho 
Albert A far 
H 
Henderson, Frederick D far 
M J (Nickerson ho 
*Georgia A ho 
*John P 
foreman paper mill 
*Sophia J ho 
*Ida M ho 
Hanson, John F far & mill wk 
Jul ia E (Cates ho 
J Walter U S A 
*Percy E mill wk 
Blanch M pi 
Hill, Louisa M ho 
Hayford, L E far 
Jennie M (Butterfield 
Olive R pi 
Lewis E pi 
Hallett , Bertrand D far 
K 
Kelley, Frank S far 
Lavern S pi 
Ruth A Pi 
Kimball, Lena M ho 
L 
Lovejoy, Chas H far 
Olive C (Knowles ho 
Lindley H ho 
E t t a E ho 
Susie E mus tr 
Lyons, F rank J far 
Clara I (Foss ho 
Harie t t , M pl 
W Carlyle 
Vivian I 
CENSUS 59 
Libby, Horace A t r 
Sarah J (Billington ho 
*Melvin G far 
Chas H far 
Harry B far 
Lent, Alonzo far & mech 
Julia D (Frost ho 
M 
ho Minot. Effle C (Parcher 
*J Clair 
asso editor Kennebec Jour 
•Blanche S t r 
Minot, Geo L far 
Elnora (Farnham ho 
Geo Evans pi 
James L 
Francis L 
Mills, Harry C far 
Merchant, Edward A far 
Mills, Lydia P ho 
Mills, Christina S (Holmes ho 
*Joseph M box mk 
Eugene A far 
Mills, Eugene A far 
Lulu H (Henry ho 
Charlie H pi 
Mosher, Annie L ho 
N 
Newcomb,FerdinandW carder 
Penney, Hannah II (Williams 
ho 
•Eliza E ho 
'Mart in L milk farm 
Mustin B contractor 
Laura 10 ho 
*Geo A mach 
John N far 
Penney, Celia E (White ho 
"John W stu & car 
Eva 10 stenog 
Har ry N far 
Justin M far 
Jessie M stu 
Pinkham, Chas T far 
Alice M (Taylor ho 
Pray, Frank L far & car 
Callie (Cummings ho 
[Oinest J pi 
Isaac Z pi 
Pray, Ann E (Reynolds ho 
E v a E ho 
Frank L far & car 
Henry 0 far 
Pray, Mabel A (Yeaton ho 
Perkins, James W far 
Eliza W (Bickford ho 
Fred D horse trainer 
Nora L ho 
*Ora E ho 
Lester B far 
Lutie E bo 
GO CENSUS 
Page, Charlie 0 far 
Hat t ie M (Dudley ho 
Oral D pi 
Page, Frank A far 
Harold, H far & stu 
Mabel E stu 
Mildred E 
Page, Edwin L far & butcher 
Nora L (Perkins ho 
Goldie L pi 
Page, Alvira G (Yeaton ho 
Frank A far 
*Laura A ho 
*Henry J car 
*Carrie M ho 
Edwin L far & butcher 
*Minnie E ho 
Chas 0 far 
Alia E ho 
Andrew E far 
Page, John M retired 
*Geo W police 
*John A actor 
*Cora A ho 
Partridge, Susan R (Page ho 
*Frederick E far 
Florence I ho 
Partridge, Fred far 
Abbie J (Woodward ho 
Arva W pi 
Hiram E pi 
Mattie M ol 
R 
Rogers, Emery W far 
Pauline L (Gould ho 
Owen L stu 
E Gould stu 
Rowe, Gorham A far 
Scribner, Fred M far 
Nettie V (Smith ho 
Stevens, Carrie L (Day ho 
*Arthur E car 
*Geo A but ter & cheese mk 
*Freeman L lab 
*Alice A ho 
Smith, Sophronia M (Cottle ho 
Melvin E far 
*Maria printing office 
Shurburn, Melvina (Brooks ho 
Stevens, Don C far 
Marion (Hamilton ho 
Edmonds A 
Scates, Hazel E pi 
Stoddard, Geo A far 
Emma J, (Ingraham ho 
*Harry A motorman 
*Eva W ho 
Fred A far 
Stevens, Geo R far 
Dorcas W (Yeaton ho 
Stewart, Miranda P (Parcher 
ho 
Bert P far 
CENSUS 61 
Stewart, Bert P far 
Mae (Stewart ho 
Florie 
Charles B 
Eva 
Stevens, Drusilla (Cookson ho 
Pamelia H ho 
Fidelia W ho 
Geo G far 
Kdward T far & butcher 
Shan, Martha E (Page ho 
*Nellie T ho 
Tilson. Joseph E far 
Mary A (Smith ho 
Ida M t r 
Jennie A pl 
Trask, Fred teamster & far 
Gertrude E (Farnham ho 
Tibbetts, Frank L 
butcher & far 
Aura B (Clark ho 
IolaV Pl 
Neleta E Pl 
Erma E 
Evelyn A 
Frank H H 
Taylor, Chas H far 
Lillian F (Eldridge ho 
William E far 
Fannie L t r 
w 
Well man, William H far 
Delphina E (Bates ho 
*Ervin E car 
*John A carriage mk 
Watson, James far 
Florence B (Whitten ho 
Ralph J pl 
Margarett A 
Charlie F 
Wadleigh, Isaac E far & car 
Cordelia A (Davis ho 
Whitney, Eugene lab 
Jessie (Wyman ho 
Wadleigh, Mary P ho 
Wadleigh, Lovinia (Cram ho 
Alton M far 
Wadleigh, Alton M far 
Addie M (Miller ho 
Gracie E dr mk 
Angie E t r 
Fred B pl 
M Guy pl 
Alton N pl 
Rowena A pl 
Wyman, James F far 
Aimed a (Trask ho 
Earl C far 
Leon E pl 
Gertrude M pl 
Fred J pl 
Fred H pl 
William E 
62 CENSUS 
Worcester, Geo clergy • & far Wyman, Henry F D far 
Angeline B (Yeaton ho ' Delia A (Crowell ho 
•Sarah M ho Caro E ho 
Wadleigh. William M far 
Rose A (Scares ho Y 
GeoH pl 
Edwin E Pi Yeaton, Mandelbert far 
John H Pl Mary A (Weaver ho 
Whitehouse, Samuel Yeaton, Howard L far 
far & butcher Susan A (Cummings ho 
Emma E (Yeaton ho Annie L ho 
Myrtie B ho Leon RRwk 
Weaver, John M far *Eva M ho 
Wyman, John P far Maud S ho 
Wyman, Chas H far Percy H Pl 
Alice B (Mills ho Yreaton, George far 
*ALmon P paper mill Mary S (Caswell ho 
*Cbas P druggist G u y A cl 
Mary A tr Mabel A ho 
Ralph B telegraph op Roy A far 
Clinton H far Clyde Z sect hand 
Wyman, Clinton H far E d a L pl 
Alia R (Wyman ho Ernest C Pl 
Watson, Arthur J far Raymond G Pl 
Delia \V (Brann ho Fannie M Pl 
Arthur R Pl Floyd L 
N O R T H B E L G R A D E P . O. 
£\ Herbert ho 
zander, A M (Cummings Alexander, Herbert far 
ho Villa E (Huff ho 
Harry L far Arthur M far & pl 
*Della H ho Alexander, William far 
CENSUS 63 
Alexander Harry L far 
Florence M (Merron ho 
Lloyd J 
B 
Bigelow, Levi R retired 
*Philander L far 
*Albion hotel 
*Geo M loom fixer 
Gardner W hotel 
Harlow hotel 
Bigeiow, Harlow far 
Cora M (Bickford 
John F pi 
Annie E pi 
Bickford, Nason retired 
*Frank B farmer 
* William H far 
*Ross M barber 
"Milford far 
Bell A ho 
Louise S ho 
Bickford, Martin far A: car 
Marcia E (Snow ho 
*Harold D mach 
Ralph D mach 
Emily L shirt factory 
Blomiley May E waitress & ho 
Bickford, Seth B mill wk 
Addie M (Higgins ho 
Aryanna ho 
Almeda W ho 
Martin H mill & far 
Nellie M ho 
Bickford, Webster T far 
Kit t ie (Bickford ho 
Bickford, Milford retired 
*Eliza M ho 
*Hannah ho 
Carrie M ho 
Stephen far 
*Howard W far 
*Fred W far 
Alvin far 
*Roscoe D elec R R ser 
Kittie ho 
Bickford, Alvin far 
Nellie E (Cobb ho 
O r a E Pi 
Lorenzo C Pi 
Wilder 
InfaDt 
Bickford, Herbert A far 
Bickford, Myrtie E ho 
C 
Cook, Ernest A clerg 
Minnie M (Stevens ho 
Martin L Pi 
Carlton P 
Cobb, James retired 
Annie ho 
*Rhoda W (Foster ho 
Cook,John M retired 
*John M far 
*Sarah F ho 
*Dora L ho 
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Cook, Clarence 
Clarence A 
Sarah A (Cool 
Dennis A 
Leroy A 
D 
far 
far 
ho 
lab 
Pi 
Damren, Leslie J mill wk 
Louise F (Bickford, ho 
Damren, John K far & mill 
Aryanna (Bickford ho 
•Jennie M ho 
Leslie J car 
•Nina B ho 
Grace A stu 
Elwell, Lucian far 
Chas H mechanic 
Florence M mill wk 
William 0 mill wk 
Elwell, Lucian D far 
Lula M ho & pi 
Ellis, Willis H far 
Angie M (Hutchins ho 
Annie V pi 
Chas A 
William E 
Ellis, Geo inf withheld 
Furbush, Amos W mill wk 
Furbush, Jacob M far 
Hat t ie H (Stevens ho 
Albert far 
Furbush, Albert far 
Mattie M (Foster ho 
Gleason Walter H but 
May E (Kaler ho 
Daphne M Pi 
Margarett L Pi 
Alice L 
Maurice E 
Gleason, Martha A (Noyes ho 
•Carrie I cl 
•May E ho 
•Leon C s s wk 
Millard E far & gardner 
Walter H but 
H 
Hutchins, Mar tha (Bicklord 
ho 
Lucy E ho 
Luella H ho 
M Angie ho 
•Bertrand, sythe mkr 
Huff, Eliza A (Purbush ho 
•Mary L ho 
•Ella F ho 
•Geo H fireman 
Villa E 
L 
Lyford Ellen M (Morrill ho 
M 
Merrow, Ernest M far & car 
EulaD (Dean ho 
Merrow, Joseph iar 
Emma J (Page ho 
Florence ho 
Jennie J ho 
Merrow, Avery far 
Harriet M (Page ho 
*Alton C ranch man 
Ernest M far 
•Lottie May ho 
R 
Rollins, Edward E car 
Addie M (Bickford 
Geo G car 
Hazel M pi 
Richard C 
S 
Stone, Chas W far 
Bell A (Weymouth ho 
Spaulding, A M hotel 
Almeda W (Bickford ho 
Dexter H 
Electa 
Stevens, Llewellyn P far 
Syrena W (Furbush ho 
65 
Millard K far 
Clinton H cl 
*Silvia B ho 
Minnie M ho 
Staples, Geo B 
Martha (Gordon ho 
Staples, Albert B far 
Jennie E (Robertson ho 
Lendall B 
Stevens, C. A far 
Charity B (Strickland 
Wallace H far 
Forest E far 
Ernest far 
Stevens, James B far 
Frances P (Strickland ho 
Elias J far 
Mabel ho & pi 
Sadie D ho & pi 
Emma A ho & pi 
Oscar pi 
Orman pi 
James B pi 
Stevens, Clinton C mer 
Gertrude M (Wedge ho 
Spaulding, Mary A ho 
Spaulding, Albion K 
L o r a M (Cobb ho 
T 
Tibbetts , William A far 
Eldora P (Spaulding ho 
*Alice M ho 
fSUS 
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GeoP 
*Anuie L 
W 
Carrol H 
Wedge, Philip 
Augusta A (Staples 
Gertrude W 
Withers, W L 
far & car Watson, Andrew P far 
ho Lucy E (Hutchins ho 
L Bertha tr 
A l v a C P far 
dord ho Willey, Rhoda W (Foster bo 
guide Edwin S blk 
mer Wallace, Eugene A far 
les ho Mary J (Richards 
ho *Helen I ho 
far William A Pi 
B E L G R A D E L A K E P . O. 
A Carrol A Pi 
Austin, Chas H hotel prop Raymond Pi 
Abbie K (Lord ho Eva L 
Jennie P (Austin ho Briggs, Hosea M guide 
Austin, Samuel retired Blanch M (Mosher ho 
*Bell ho Bemis, Henry H boats to let 
*Lillian ho & dr mk Blaisdell, Thankful (— ho 
Ames, Marshall far Milton far 
*Winnifred bk kpr Georgia ho 
Austin, Sidney far- Bunker, Frank E blk 
Nellie F (Hammonds ho *Lillian I ho 
B Frank L telop Maud A ho 
Brooks, Ad in A far Bigelow, Gardner W hotel 
Lillian (Field ho Nellie L (Wyman ho 
Leua B Pi Lillian M stu 
Daisy L Pi Hat t i e G pl 
Carlton E Pi Beatrice I 
CENSUS 67 
Chandler, Henry P far 
Mary E (Blackstone ho 
John far 
Ida L ho 
Elmer E far 
Myrtie M ho 
Franklin 
Clark, Dana L stu 
Geneva S (Thwing ho 
Childs, Willis W car & blk 
Minnie E (Davis ho 
Evelyn M pi 
Clinton W pi 
Vernon A 
Chandler, James M far 
Cummings, Everett A saw mill 
Stewart elec 
Effie M stu 
Alberta J (Taylor ho 
Clark, Geo P car 
*Chas R coal dlr 
*Edwin lab 
Flora ho 
Childs, Elhanan G painter 
*VViimie M pub house 
*Carrie A cl 
M Ethel ho 
Anna B pi 
A Alma (Woodworth ho 
Wallace G pi 
Milford H pi 
E Manley pi 
D 
Damren, William J 
paper box mfgr 
Clara (Lord ho 
Mildred R stu 
Ruth M stu 
Damren, Salome P (Leighton 
ho 
Albert R far & stonemason 
Harry L far 
Farnham, Nat t D far 
Sophronia E ho 
Herbert L pi 
Foster, Ernest E guide 
Blanch E (Nelson ho 
Dorothy E 
Farnham, Henry far 
Mary L (Charles ho 
*Arthur E miner 
•Wallace E miner 
Farnham, Lucirida (Tyler ho 
Frost, Samuel E far 
Frost, Henry O far 
Alice J (Towle ho 
Edgar pi 
EdnaM pi 
Frost, Samuel far 
Frost , Jennie I ho 
Fletcher, Henry car 
Delia A (Berry ho 
*Willie H mgr store 
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*J R engrav 
*Edwin J salesman 
*Mellen B dyer 
Farnham, Alton guide 
Evelina (Clement ho 
Farnham, Alton P guide 
Ina A (Yeaton ho 
Leon R pi 
Farnham, Elias far 
Mary M (Hammonds ho 
*Charles foreman axe shop 
* Flora ho 
*Bert far 
Alger P guide 
Alton guide 
Farnham, OliveT (Bickford ho 
*Xora May ho 
KaphroniaH ho 
Farnham, Frank car 
Pearl (Fellows ho 
Golder, Henry W retired 
Alvira F (Chandler 
*Maud E t r 
H 
Ham, Xarcissa 8 (Austin ho 
*Frank J high sheriff 
Jeunie E ho 
* Wallace A cl 
Georgia A nurse 
Hersom, Aurilla (J 
(Wentworth ho 
Hersom, Andrew J far 
Alma N (Burbank ho 
Hersom, Effie L ho 
Hersom, Reuben W car & far 
Agnes M (McCleod ho 
Alma W pi 
Hammond, Paul far 
Clara E (Yeaton ho 
Raymond far 
Hammond, Cora A (Mosher ho 
Hill, ChasA hotel kpr 
Mrs Chas A ( ho 
Gertrude 
Harold 
Lawrence 
Johnson, Wilbur H foreman 
Sadie (Pulcifer ho 
*Daisy E dr'mk 
Edward R hostler 
Annie J ho 
Carrie M ho 
Ha t t i e R pi 
Johnson, Geo H lab 
Olive T (Farnham ho 
*Frank E cl 
K 
Knowles, Joseph far 
*Henry H station agt 
Knox, Dorcas W (Khearl ho 
Khearl, Chas A lab 
CENSUS 09 
Kelley, Lydia (Fai rbanks ho Myra ho 
*Isaac M car Sarah E (Burnham ho 
FredE far Lord, Frank J far 
*Annie ho Alice V" (Hersom ho 
Frank F far E a r l C stu 
John far Helen H pl 
BertL car 
*Lizzie M ho P 
Kelley, John far 
Nellie M (Clark ho Parker, Harvey L boats to let 
Kelley, Chas H postmaster 
Kelley, Fred E 
Jennie P (Austin 
Pray, Frank W 
ho 
far 
stone cutter & far Nellie M (Tobin ho 
Eunice R (Dunton ho Robert S Pl 
RoyE stu Ethel May Pl 
Ernest L pl 
pi 
Kenneth W 
EzraD Melvin H 
Maurice V Pray, Cyrus M mach 
Kelley, Frank F far Mariah C (Brown ho 
Flora B (Clark ho s Ervin F guide 
Florence M stu Scanks, Jacob far 
Hazel M stu *Daniel B shoe shop 
LelaB stu * E v a K ho 
Chas M Pl Alice R ho 
*Carrie B ho 
L Smith, G A mer 
Smith, H V mer 
Lord, Willard far Stewart, Love S (Stevens ho 
Arthur B far B e r t P far 
Frank E far M a y S ho 
Clara E ho Florine stu 
Lydia A (Kelley ho ChasB stu 
Lord, Geo S far Eva pl 
70 CENSUS 
Stevens, Chas far 
FreeloveS (Penney ho 
* Arthur A far 
Shaw, Louisa (Safford 
James W salesman 
Shaw, James W salesman 
Lizzie E (Libby ho 
*Alice E ho 
Hollis M salesman 
Lee Vaughn stu 
Scribner, Fred A far 
Clinda (Blaisdell ho 
*J Henry cl 
Herbert W far 
Lottie Lee stu 
T 
Towle, Eugene W excelsior mfg 
Louisa Y (Farnham 
Thing, John H far & express 
Edna (Yeaton ho 
B 
Butterfleld, Artemus car 
Flora A (Richardson ho 
*Minnie J ho 
Jennie M ho 
*Nettie C ho 
Aimee 
Herbert J pi 
Mildred E 
Taylor, Nellie (Yeaton ho 
Celia F stu 
Edward 0 stu 
Tibbetts, Olive A (Tibbetts ho 
James far 
Tibbetts, James far 
Sarah H (Harling ho 
Marion E stu 
Fred M stu 
Tibbetts, Chas E far 
Nellie B (Hodges ho 
Towle, Mary C (Mills ho 
Alice J ho 
Geo H guide 
W 
Went worth, David H far 
Wentworth, Jacob far 
*Scott L lab 
* Joseph H sailor 
•Kittie M ho 
*Lillian F ho 
Cassie F ho 
Delma M pi 
L A K E S I D E D E P O T P . O . 
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D Lester F far 
Nina A ho 
Daggett, Willie J s ta t ion a g t Forest C far 
Cheater W tel op Wilbur N Pl 
Ethel C ho 
Elsie Pearl pl M t 
Kenneth M Pi 
F Mills, Lizzie D (Mosher ho 
William, C far 
Faught, Alice M ho *Geneva ho 
Foster, William J far 
•Emma M ho 
Anna May (Hammond ho 
H R 
Richardson, Joel far 
Huff, Inez L 
J 
Judkins, Samuel E 
Nellie L (Blaisdell ho 
far 
S 
•Frank H s shop Staples, Herbert A far 
•Stanley L car Effie J (Stewart ho 
Beil (Severence ho Catherine May Pl 
*Clara E ho Herbert L 
Nettie B ho T Judkins, Frank H s shop 
Ella L (Richardson Taylor, Louise L ho 
72 CENSUS 
A U G U S T A R . F . D 4 
Adele, Thomas J 
Carrie S (Dunn 
B 
far 
ho 
Braw, Sophia W (Neal ho 
Mary C ho 
Brown, James A far 
Laura E (Penney ho 
*Daniel J lodging house 
*Fred plumber 
*\ellie M nurse 
Grlidden, Abbie (Trask retired 
Ellen M ho 
K 
Knowles, Hebron E far 
Emma J (Call ho 
Wesley H far& car 
Frederick I far& car 
*Bertha A tailoress 
Ilko E 0 Pi 
Knowles, Loviuia (Cottle ho 
Edwin C far 
Vestie R ho 
*Eliza A ho 
Nathan A far 
William H far 
*Lillian M ho 
A U G U S T A R . F . D . 5 
H Julia D (Denton ho 
Hewett, James C far Alice R T T~l Pi 
—.1 
Etta F (Hill ho Lee E Pi 
Maud B stu o 
Alberta E stu S 
Harry H pi Smith, Benjamin H far 
Bennie F pi Betsy (Stevens ho 
Hall, Lizzie D (Shurburn ho William C far 
A V B far *Mary S ho 
Hall, Frank P far 
CENSUS 73 
R B A D F I E L D R . F . D . 2 8 
Dunn, Christopher 
Frank L 
Elmer E 
Fred J 
Emma E 
Dunn, Frank L 
Mary (Robinson 
*GeoC 
Leo L 
Clyde C 
Vinton E 
Helen M 
Christopher M 
Smith, Joseph 
Dorothy (Dunn 
Christopher D 
Spaulding, Jesse 
far 
far 
far 
far 
ho 
far 
ho 
far 
Pi 
Pi 
Pi 
Pi 
Pi 
far 
ho 
far 
far 
Sarah (Day 
*Geo 
William 
W 
Wadleigh, Thomas C 
Wadleigh, Christopher D 
Asa M (Wardsworth 
EliC 
Wadleigh, G B 
ho 
R R 
far 
Jul ia M 
far 
far 
ho 
Pi 
far 
pi & ho 
Yeaton, Lydia A (Goodrich ho 
Edwin F far 
Yeaton, Edwin F far 
*Carrie L mus 
Lydia M (Powers ho 
Paul M stu 
Douna L stu 
Russell P p] 
O A K L A N D R . F . D . 3 3 
Anderson, Emma H ( ho 
*Chas J druggist 
"Oscar H sythe shop 
•Elvira waitress 
Edith pi 
B 
Bickford, Chas M far 
Cynthia A (Stevens ho 
*Florence D ho 
Cora May ho 
Har ry M pi 
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D 
Downs, Horace H far 
Emma H (Anderson 
Paulina ho 
Downs, Harry far 
Blanch (Stevens ho 
Ellis, John 
Ellis, Orrison 
*Christiana 
•Willington 
*David B 
*Orrison J r 
Eunice W 
F 
far 
retired 
ho 
polisher 
polisher 
polisher 
ho 
Farnham, Eunice W (Ellis ho 
Gladys M ho 
Larkin, Thomas W far 
Vesta E (Willey ho 
* Willie T tailor 
•Marshall M blk 
Alice I ho 
•Percy R sythe shop 
Lovejoy, Dollie E (Willey ho 
• E t t a M ho 
Lizzie J ho 
•Stella H ho 
Priest, Por ter H weav & far 
Lizzie J (Lovejoy ho 
•Cassie B waitress 
Gertrude L ho & pi 
Sawtelle, Arial W far 
Merriam B (Willey ho 
•Byron T car 
•Willis P E cl 
W 
Willey, Edwin S blk 
Abbie B (Mosher ho 
Effie M ho 
CENSUS 75 
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B 
Bickford, Alanson far 
*Araos 0 far 
Elmira ho 
Bickford, Chas E far 
Elmira (Callier ho 
Callier, Elmira (Bickford 
*Addie E ho 
Uobb, Viola M (Stanley ho 
Ethel M pi 
Marcellus S pi 
Cachien, Mildred M ho 
H 
Higgins, Clara (Bickford ho 
*Chas. L mech 
M 
Merrow, Ossie L Pi 
Perkins, Sarah A (Rowe ho 
•Daniel F far 
R 
Rich, Chas H 
Mary (Downs 
Richardson, Joel 
Clara (Higgins 
•Alice May 
•Hadley S 
Rowe, Alfred 
Ann(Downs 
•Chas A 
far 
ho 
far 
ho 
ho 
lab 
far 
ho 
Box mkr 
Sawtelle, Cullen far 
Abbie (Greene ho 
Stanley, Sarah A (Rowe ho 
Viola M ho 
•Allen W U S s e r 
John F far 
Towle, Geo W guide 
W 
Willey, William 0 s wk 
Agnes I pl 
Preston 0 pl 
76 CENSUS 
SIDNEY 
A U G U S T A . R . K . D . 3 
Abbott, Frank far 
Olive W S (Clark ho 
B 
Blaisdell, Eben W far 
Blaisdell, Arthur far 
Mamie (Perkins ho 
Fred far 
Blaisdell, Fred far 
Delia (Harden ho 
Lena May 
Benson, Thomas S far 
Mary A (Abbott ho 
Berry, William J far 
Brown, Mary A ho 
Bean, Jameis H carriage shop 
Vileda A (Graves ho 
*Emma A ho 
*Flora M ho 
•Blanch A ho 
Bacon, James A butch & far 
Helen S (Stone ho 
Maud A S pi 
Bragg, Lafoiest M far 
Clark, John F clerg 
Christina (Nelson ho 
Christina V 
Sidney P L 
Corson, George far 
Mary (Pooler ho 
Clark, James B far 
A Logan pl 
Clyde D Pi 
Corson, Lewis far 
Mary ho 
*Pauline ho 
*Sadie ho 
*John car 
*Fannie ho 
Clark, Sumner B far 
Jennie E (Wilber ho 
Lenora M shop wk 
Leola V ho 
Cassius W pl 
Costello, Fred W far 
Alice V (Reynolds ho 
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D 
Davenport, Orrin H far 
Lizzie M (Crockett ho 
Arthur B p] 
Mildred M 
Dougherty, Bernard far 
Edward T blk 
Zelia ho 
Lizzie D ho 
Maud ho 
Wallace J lab 
Mabel ho 
Lucy t r 
John I lab 
Chas F far 
Annie E (Furlong ho 
Ruby 
Dougherty, John far 
Durrell, Joseph T far 
Nettie L (Benson ho 
Ethel Nathalie pi 
Eugene Freeland 
Durrell, Alton lab 
Dutton, Anna M ho 
Furlong, Annie E (Dow ho 
Frazier S lab 
Alfred D 
Faught, Albert E far 
Alvena (Richardson ho 
*Cora A ho 
*Alice M mus tr 
Faught , James H far 
Faught , Carrie ho 
Fairfield, Susan R (Cummings 
ho 
"Alfred P en«; 
Glazier, Nancy P (Leeman ho 
•Joseph A paper mill 
*Thomas H wool mill 
•Sarah J ho 
Laura E ho 
Goff, Loro3r S far 
Uora E (Libby ho 
Bell C t r 
Samuel W lab 
Earl L pi 
Olive A pi 
Edward B pi 
Chas M pi 
Lend all D 
Emma .\L 
H 
Higgins,Lucian F S boat capt 
Sadie (Dougherty ho 
Hamlin, Geo H clerg 
Elmira J (Avery ho 
Joseph A pl 
Chus E pl 
Frank H pl 
Hamlin, Elmer L far 
Hastings, Gorham K far 
78 
*Caroline A 
Sarah T 
*Grace H 
Annette G (Mack 
Hastings, Simon C 
Ellen (Faught 
Hughes, Edwin F 
*Lottie L 
Alfreda M (Ward 
Edith J 
Edna E W 
Annie E 
Emma L 
Gertrude M 
William McKinley 
Ruella M 
Eldred W 
Harry R 
Haskell, A L 
Ethel M 
Dorothy T 
Higgins, Matilda J (Blaisdell 
- & ho 
Nettie G ho 
*Minnie M ho 
Hamlin, Fred W far 
Nina P (Reynolds ho 
Ella May 
Hammond, S E far 
Emily J (Reynolds ho 
Henry M far 
*Blanch M ho 
Hammond, Chas W far 
Edith M (Leighton ho 
CENSUS 
ho Harold Pi 
ho Evelyn pl 
ho Herbert 
ho Howard, Lucius P far 
far Harriet (Gilman ho 
ho 
far 
ho 
ho 
ho 
ho 
Pl 
Pl 
Pl 
Pl 
Pl 
cl 
ho 
J 
Johnson, Lyd iaC (Norton ho 
H L phy 
Emma (French ho 
Jones, L W sect hand 
Jul ia T (Nichols ho 
Leola E 
Alice M 
Jacobs, Chas E far 
Chas G shoe mk 
Eda M (Thompson ho 
Chas E pl 
Louise E 
Robert L 
NellE 
Leighton, Henry M far 
Annie E (Kenney ho 
*Ella F ho 
Edith M ho 
*Fred A barber 
* Herbert eng 
Leighton, Nath E Pl 
Leighton, Henry H pl 
Lowell, Ervin far 
Jennie ( ho 
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Liscomb, Mary E (Smith Myron L Pi 
•Henry C far Walter W Pi 
Reynolds, M a n (Folsom bo 
M Alice V ho 
Robinson, John far 
Marble, W P mer Clara W (Rowe ho 
N 
Mary E ho 
Reynolds, William M car & far 
Nichols, Ezra B far Bosie M (Hammond ho 
Susan R (Cummings ho •Alton M car 
* Joseph S mason & far "William A car 
GeoG far •Abbie E ho 
*Susan A ho John A W car 
*Rosie M ho Lillian M ho 
*Chas G teamster Hat t ie A ho 
*Sarab L ho Reynolds, J A far 
Julia T ho Clara E (Bacon ho 
Noyes, S J (Davis ho Nina P ho 
' ' F rank L blk Macy L car it far 
Archie C pl 
P Roundy, Chas F far 
Horace F guide 
Page, Clara M (Blaisdell ho Julia A (Day ho 
Marcus E lab Cora L ho 
*Elmer B gard< ming Reynolds, Martin L far 
Geo W expressman Frances C (CoDy ho 
Thurlow W ass t bell boy Reynolds, Edgar W far 
Lott ie H (Pullen ho 
R Reynolds, Fred W guide 
Reynolds, Albert H far Nettie (Emery ho 
Reynolds, William L far Guy Pl 
Pl Sadie P (Hast ings ho Myrtie 
"Robert H lab Gertrude Pl 
"Gertrude pl 
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s 
Sawtelle, Ambrose far 
Ralph H far 
Pho'be (Wing ho 
Donald W pi 
Cora E 
Smiley, Albina P (Pierce 
Arthur H far 
Mary L (Kelley ho 
RoyC pi 
Smith, Paulina (Blaisdell ho 
Stevens, Jennie D (Burpee ho 
RuthB 
Sawtell, Gustavus 
far & butcher 
Avis S (Kelley ho 
Carrie M dr mk 
*Helen G ho 
*Chas B stock broker 
Sawtelle, Madison P far 
Sawtelle, Cinnie ho 
Sibley, Edward R far 
Villa D (Reynolds ho 
Chas H far 
*Percie L car 
Carrie F ho 
Sibley, Ernest A car & far 
Cora A (Black ho 
Chester E pl 
Eldora B Pi 
-Marion R Pl 
Velma C pl 
T 
Tilley, Laureston G 
far & apple pkr 
Maria S (Brown ho 
Tanner, William A far 
Sarah E (Sawtelle ho 
Edwin B far & car 
Storer far 
Thayer, Frank V far 
Mary E (Robinson ho 
Thayer, John M car & far 
Ethel M ho 
Towle, Dollie (Bruce ho 
*Frank W 
overseer ct room 
*Thomas H far 
William lab 
John A far 
*Annie ho 
Thayer, Evelyn M(Spinney ho 
*Chas A ranch man 
*Frank stock yard 
Harry C artist 
Townsend, William L far 
Florence M (Corson ho 
Lester L pl 
V 
Vigue, Gideon pl 
w 
Warren, Freeland J 
Wilbur, Francis K 
Jennie E 
Ward, Mary D (Lyon 
CENSUS 81 
Alfred a M ho 
*Annie E ho 
far * Lizzie M ho 
ired *Flora E ho 
ho Cora B ho 
ho John H S far 
A U G U S T A R . F . D . 4 
B 
Ballard, Margaret ta (Blight 
ho 
Ephraim far 
*Hattie M ho 
*Willie Z butcher 
JohnB 
mach & lumberman 
Ballard, Ephraim far 
Georgia P (Davies ho 
*Uhas C shoe dlr 
*Fred W clothier 
*Kalph C nurse 
Blaisdell, Kben T far 
Eliza E (Knight ho 
*Eben \V mill vvk 
Blaisdell, Maud E stu 
Blaisdell, Grace May pi 
Corson, Herbert F far 
Emma L (Day ho 
Florence M ho 
Frank H far 
Clifford M cl 
D 
Day, Lydia M (Taylor ho 
Emma L ho 
Garden, Laura A (Smith 
bo & mer 
K 
Knowles, Nathan A far & but 
Ellen M (Glidden ho 
R 
Robinson, William 
*Allura A 
Richardson, Clarence L 
Ada F (Faye 
iar 
ho 
far 
ho 
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Smith, Jannette E (Blaisdell 
ho 
Eugene far 
Smith, Eugene far 
Martha J (Bragg ho 
Olive M pi 
Smith, Ruth W (Tibbetts ho 
Springer, Elisha far 
John M far 
Walter E far 
Margaret A (Watson ho 
W 
Ward, L. B retired 
*Henry L hospital att 
Woodward, Joseph T 
law & far 
Woodward, Beriah L far 
Wells, Chas V far 
Carrie L (Stevens ho 
Stella E pi 
Florence E pi 
Willard P pi 
Grace E 
A U G U S T A R . F . D . 7 
Abbott, Laura (Damren ho 
Laura B ho 
B 
Blaisdell, Daniel W 
car & clerg 
Mary (Trask ho 
Blake, F E far & dept sher 
Mary A (Richardson ho 
Clyde G far 
Blake, Cecil E far & mer 
Rose A (Fitzgerald ho 
Hazel M p] 
Bailey, Adelbert H lar 
Bittues, Ella M ( ho 
Arno A stu 
Henry A lab 
Baker, Sarah E dr mk 
Barnard, Albert G far 
Isabel F (Jaques ho 
Geo A far 
Addie D ho 
Barnard, Frank A far 
Mary A (Shepherd bo 
Myrtella M P' 
F B Pi 
F H Pi 
Barnard, Warrpn A far 
Brown, Mary Z (Bowman ho 
Bass, Turner A far 
Laura A (Swift ho 
CENSUS 83 
Florence S ho 
Guv F far 
D 
Dow, Edgar pi & lab 
Davis, Annie M ho 
Damren, Willard H retired 
Betsy J (Lock ho 
•Ellen J ho 
*John M far 
•Frank W far 
•Herbert M car 
*Fred P car 
•Maurice A car 
•Gertrude A C copiest 
Norman 0 iar& car 
E 
Ellis, Geo P gro 
LeeE far 
Bert C fish mer 
Angenett (Hawes ho 
Marion B Pi 
GeoM Pi 
Ellis, Lee E far 
Susan L (Ellis ho 
Nelson E Pi 
Glen ward H 
Mildred B 
Ellis, Susan L (Wadleigh ho 
ChasS Pi 
Edith H Pi 
Ellis, Clyde E Pi 
Field, Willard A far 
Geo W mech & far 
Field, Irene Pi 
Flewellyn, James E lab 
Mary L (Reynolds ho 
Field, William S far 
James W far 
Maud S (Sawyer ho 
Wallace S Pi 
Elvira J Pi 
Albert C 
Georgia H 
Faught , Albert far 
Annie I (Smiley ho 
Herman A far 
Frank W far 
Alma G ho 
*Mary I ho 
Stella A ho 
Florence, t r 
Faruham, Lowell J far 
Helen J (Goodhue ho 
Rose Emma ho 
Lura May ho 
Foss, Wilson F blk 
Carrie F (Hovey ho 
•Augusta L ho 
Fish, Chas H far 
Luciuda A (Adams ho 
•William E ho 
•Howard L fireman 
•Wallace P mech 
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Fish, Edmond P phy Geo M far 
Sarah E (Smith ho Helen M ho 
Harold S Grace A tr 
Farnham, Horat io far 
Horace G 
G 
Goddard, Henry W far 
Sarah (Howe 
Elnora A stu 
Isadore D ho 
Mabel F ho 
Gifford, Arnold B far 
Sarah M C (Clark ho 
Elsie A ho 
Chas A Sun Sch wkr 
Goodwin, Eliza E (Ballard ho 
Grant, J Parks far 
Gardner, Ozni G far 
Graves, Eugene G far 
Fannie B (Boxy ho 
Calvin M pi 
Elsie M pi 
E Gerry pi 
Bula E pi 
Getchell, Ambrose far 
Arietta (Keene ho 
Vehtie May pi 
Graves, Calvin far 
Maria M (Moores ho 
Eugene G far 
Chas A far & car 
Hill, Hanson far 
*Et ta ho 
Hoxie, William A far 
Hoxie, Mary A ho 
Hoxie, Vena F pl 
Hammond. Howard far 
Bessie M (Kelley ho 
Carlton H 
Hawes, J o n a t h a n retired 
*Frank farmer 
Angenett, ho 
Hammond, Carlos far 
Laura A (Gordon ho 
Howard C far 
Hammond, William A far 
Amelia G (Muud ho 
Hanson, Lydia (Bates ho 
Howes, Chas H far 
Lizzie A ( ho 
Estella L ho 
Herbert A Pl 
Houghton, Geo A far 
Florence S ( ho 
Hallett , Chester F far 
*Ora L sect hand 
Hat t ie A (Gifford ho 
Clarence D far 
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K 
Keene, Henry far 
Kelley, Eugene F ho 
L 
Lathe, Warren A far 
Carrie V (Shorey ho 
Johnfl pl 
Clara Hazel pl 
Jennie Ruby Pl 
Shorey S pl 
Freda A 
Frank A 
Infant 
Lyon, Ernest G far 
Lydaker, Geo A saw mill 
Carrie F (Curtis ho 
Frank E 
Lend all G 
P 
Philbrick, Chas G far 
*Fred M barber 
JohnC farmer 
Herbert H far 
Page, Leroy A far 
Esther J (Cummings ho 
Perkins, Lizzie C (Smiley ho 
Page, Aurilla C (Burdin ho 
Ernest G far 
*Almeda ho 
ChasG 
Philbrick, Herbert H far 
Winnifred E (Robinson ho 
Ray Earl 
Wendell Ervin 
Philbrick, John C far 
Jessie F (Harrison ho 
Chas M pl 
Harry B p] 
Rowland E 
Philbrick, Darwin L far 
R 
Robinson, Eliza C (Smith ho 
*Frank B far 
*Leslie S far 
Adelbert A far 
Alvin T far 
Winnifred E 
Robinson, Ruel W far 
Reynolds, S F lab 
Sarah H (Reynolds ho 
Reynolds, Sarah H ( ho 
#Chas L mill hand 
*Laura E ho 
•Fred L M C R R Co 
•Horace G factory 
Mary L ho 
•Lucy E ho 
•Zeph A car 
•Fannie B ho 
Reynolds, Geo E far 
Russell, Levi B blk 
Ellen F ( Jones ho 
•Jennie F ho 
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Swift, Chas L far & mer 
Mabel B (Bickford ho 
Amanda A pi 
Swift, Alvin K far 
Lillian E ho 
Shaw, William W A far 
L M (Bowman ho 
*William E moulder 
*Heury A civil eng 
Georgia E bk kpr 
Frank L stu 
*James E cl 
Shepherd, Asa far 
Sarah (Hoxie ho 
Mary E ho 
Soule, Josiah far 
Josephine B (Farland ho 
Trafton, Adelia D (Trask ho 
Trask, Adelia D (Squire ho 
*Chas W st com 
*Geo S shoe rakr 
W 
Whitney, John H 
tea salesman 
Laura B (Abbott ho 
Ruth N p] 
Welcome A 
Woodward, Hannah M 
Ward, Ansel, far & blk 
Augusta C (Woodward ho 
Weeks, Gertrude L dr mkr 
Whitehouse, Walter S iar 
Grace M (Dearborn ho 
Alice Y 
Weeks, Geo H far 
Ellen B (Drummond ho 
Weeks, Eugene C nurse 
Emma C (Martin ho 
Webber, Emily A (Tolman ho 
Wixon, Geo F far 
*Frank A teamster 
Emma M (Reynolds ho 
Wadleigh, Lydia (Bates ho 
Susan J ho 
Weeks, Je th ro far & blk 
•Alvin H 
•Electa A 
*Ashbury B 
•Allura M cl 
Octavia E (Penney ho 
Waite, Silas N far 
Mary B (Hayward ho 
*Chas A harness mkr 
*Fernand S police 
Helen A ho 
Zetton, Ernest L lab 
Jennie (McCloud ho 
Carl H 
carriage mkr 
ho 
CENSUS 87 
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A •Sadie E ho 
Abbott, James B far Geneva E Pi 
Julia (Sawtelle 
*Alice M 
ho 
ho 
Bailey, Frank B 
Cora B (Low 
far 
ho 
Abbott, Geo lab David E far 
Frank G pi 
B Helen L Pi 
*Mauley H cl 
Bangs, Albert W far Bowman, Hall C lab 
Stella M (Woodcock ho C o r a B 
Beatrice E Brackett , Benjamin F far 
Annett E Juliette V (Tilton ho 
Bassett, Caralott Pi Brackett, Anson B far 
Branch, Chas A far Lot t ie L (Peavey ho 
Stella 0 (Sawtelle ho Alice Nina 
Leola A Bart le t t , Daniel T far 
Branch, Arthur W far Abbie J (Farnham ho 
Bacon, Henry 0 far Arthur W car &far 
Martha L (Sawtelle ho Stella B ho 
RoyS stu Elmer H far 
Clarence P far Ethel B ho 
Zalmon P stu Bertha E ho 
Bowman, Henry A far Cleon D Pi 
Alvira S (Bowman ho Bartlett , Chas H far 
Maurice H far Stella L (Howes ho 
Alton far Black, Albert H far & mfgr 
Bowman, Esther A (Boulter ho Anna N (Dyer ho 
Howard W far Cora A ho 
HallC far •Gertrude M ho 
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Alberta F t r 
Lelaud A H far 
Blaisdell, Emery far 
Mary E (Hallowell ho 
Blaisdell, Chas B far 
Mabel L (Bennett ho 
Bean, Mary E (Hallowell ho 
Bean, William H far 
Zettie M (Merrill ho 
Maud L 
Blaisdell, Marcellus far 
Augusta E (Robinson ho 
Blaisdell, William far 
Josephine B (Smith ho 
Walter pi 
Everett J pi 
Gracie M 
Tinie 
C 
Cowan, Frank S lar 
Clara A (Swift ho 
Lillian F ho 
F Eugene far 
El laC pi 
Carter, William W far 
Elizabeth M (Stevens ho 
Walter S far 
Alton S far 
Theodore S Pi 
Clifford, John B lab 
*Florence E tel op 
Currier, John M retired 
Cottle, Sarah E ho 
Cowan, Chas S far 
Cowan, Manson W far 
*Arthur H fireman 
Effie M nurse 
Delia E (Hammond ho 
* William W elec 
Sadie E pi 
Amelia A pi 
Hora t io C pi 
Clement, H L far 
/*Cross, Vose E 
\*Cross, Harmon S 
E 
Ellis, Laforest far 
Abbie F (Hodgdon ho 
Abbie 0 ho 
*Chas L deputy & col 
*Edith A ho 
Amanda N nurse 
F 
Farnham, James L far 
Helen J (Goodhue ho 
Rose E ho 
Lura May ho 
Freeman, L a u r a V (Tilson ho 
Annie ho 
*Clarence A car 
*Eddie E car 
*Chester painter 
Folsom, William G far 
Ada M (Robinson ho 
CENSUS 89 
Clifford, Chas A 
S S Missionary 
Alma A ho 
Warner T 
Mary A 
Chas AV 
Goodhue, David H far 
Ann T (Tilton ho 
David S far 
*Clinton H far 
Carrie May straw shop 
Lizzie L t r 
Annie L ho 
Martin L far 
Griffin, John G far 
Susan M (Longley ho 
Gammon, Flora L ho 
Lincoln M stu 
Getchell, Mansou C far 
Gil more, Herbert C butcher 
Ellen J (Damren ho 
Isetta B ho 
Fred C far 
H 
Hetherington, John mill wk 
Isabella (Cameron ho 
*Agnes L ho 
John C stu 
Isabella R stu 
Mar tha A pi 
Herrick, Sarah Ann (Mitchell 
ChasM far 
Florence J (Yeaton ho 
*Lillian M ho 
Agnes A
 p i 
John Z pi 
Haskell, Perley A far 
Ida G (Smith ho 
Herbert L pi 
Gladys V pi 
Hazel pi 
Harry D 
E d n a E 
Cecil 
Doris A 
Hawes, James A far 
Lois E (Cookson ho 
Chas H pi 
Lenora M pi 
Alfred J pi 
Myrtie E pi 
Hallett, Percy D far 
E d a E (Wheeler ho 
Harold V pi 
Ella M pi 
Vera A 
Jackson, Merton J lab 
James, Elisha far 
*Henry E car 
*Edson S painter 
*Lorin S mill wk 
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•John F mill wk 
•NellieE ho 
•Sarah B ho 
Flora E (Baker ho 
Jennie F ho 
K 
Keene, Mary Browning; ho 
William H fur 
Keene, Ernest painter 
Bessie I (Gilmore 
Keene, Andrew 
Evelyn R (Bonney 
Keene, Arthur F 
Knowles, Geo B 
Amelia (Robinson 
Eliza 
Manley 
Ella 
Dora 
"William B 
ho 
far 
ho 
far 
far 
ho 
ho 
but & far 
ho 
ho 
far 
L 
Longley, Theodore W far 
Addie M (Blanchard ho 
Theodore W J r 
Edmond F 
Longley, Betsy J ( ho 
Chas Al far 
•Preston A M C R R 
•Henry VV wool mill 
Longley, Samuel S far 
Lyon, Ellen ho 
Lincoln, Frank J far 
Hat t ie A (Whitney ho 
•Edgar W ho>pital a t t 
Geo E pi 
Lewis, William W far 
Chas 
Lizzie 
Ernest blk & far 
Mary A (MaDter ho 
Chas pi 
Lewis, William W blk 
Ernest W carriage nikr 
Mary A (Manter ho 
UhasS 
M 
Morrison, F rank G far 
Nellie M (Wyman ho 
Melvin, Floyd pl 
Manter, Geo W far 
Alice W (Cowan ho 
'Mary A ho 
G e o E clerg 
Katie E tr 
•Bertha A ho 
Selden A stu 
Manter, William B far 
Henrietta (Munsey ho 
Miller, John H far 
N 
Nash, J E far 
Newell, Geo lab 
CENSUS 91 
Peavey, Cynthia C (Unwin ho 
Ethel A ho 
•Lillian M ho 
Clyde A far 
Nellie D ho 
Lottie L ho 
John M far 
Perkins, Daniel far 
Villa 0 (Clark ho 
Isabel ho 
Inez M ho 
Velma L pi 
Quimby, Daniel 
R 
painter 
Robinson, Sylvia A (Lyon ho 
Lorin C far 
Lucy A (Xash ho 
Ray, Benjamin far 
Rosie E (Ellis ho 
•William E far 
Reynolds, Thomas E far 
Reynolds, Winfielri S far 
Isabel (Perkins ho 
Verne E pi 
Gladys May 
Reynolds, Gilbert B far 
Eose N (Bickford ho 
Robinson, Chas C far 
•Flora E ho 
•Chas A lab 
•Stephen J painter 
•Cynthia E dr mk 
Robinson, Laura H 
(Cummings ho 
Robinson, Adelbert A far 
Myra L (Lord ho 
Swift, John H far 
•Hat t ie B ho 
•Merton H brick mason 
Annie A (Gray ho 
Ernest B stu 
Florence A pi 
Iva May pi 
Swift, Herbert H lab 
Swift, Geo D far 
Clara A (Sawtelle ho 
•William E mer 
Swift, Lewis D far 
Ethel M (Bartlett ho 
Sawtelle, Dennett L far 
Ellen A (Woodcock ho 
Ad.die E ho 
Sawtelle, John B lab 
Sawtelle, Eva E (Damon ho 
Merton L far 
Stella O ho 
I l d a S ho 
Rosina May stu 
Sawtelle, John E far 
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ho 
far 
ho 
Pi 
pl 
ho 
far 
ho 
far 
far 
ho 
far 
ho 
ho 
ho 
far 
far 
far 
car 
ho 
far 
cl 
*Darius J r teamster 
Sawtelle, Amos B far & but 
Elnora (Hawes ho 
•Daisy M ho 
Blanch pl 
Lilla G pl 
Smith, Manley far 
Emma J (Barry ho 
*Estella M ho 
Hatt ie F ho 
Lura M (Farnham 
Shaw, Geo S 
Rose E (Farnham 
Helen B 
Beatrice L 
Mildred L 
Sawtelle, Mary (Pease 
G Frank 
Swift, Clara E (Jones 
Edward L 
Swift, E I, 
Ella M (Trask 
Dorothy R 
Swift, Norris R 
Martha C (Turner 
*Flora, L 
Swift, Mary L (Dyer 
•Henry M 
Swift, Augustus N 
Smith, Darius B 
•Geo E 
•Delia 
Herbert H 
•Eugene 
Manley W 
•Emma G 
far 
cl 
Tilson, Everett A far 
Abbie 0 (Ellis ho 
•Clyde E elec R R ser 
Anson S stu 
Rhoda F ho 
Fred C fire R R ser 
Elmer F far 
Edna May ho 
Edith K pl 
Tilson, John H far 
Levilda A (Smiley ho 
•John F clerg 
Geo A far 
Alma A far 
Townsend, Lavina B ho 
Townsend, Daniel R far 
•Climnia W ho 
Taylor, Ka te E (Tilson ho 
Frank E far & painter 
•Alice G ho 
Nellie M ho 
Lena B ho 
Trask, Geo E blk & far 
Mary F (Miller ho 
Herbert E far & blk 
•Geo L blk 
• Ida M ho 
Trask, Herbert E blk & car 
Nellie W (Ward ho 
Lid a N pl 
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Esther V pi 
Herbert E pi 
Ida Mabel pi 
Richard B 
Trask, James H far 
Alice E (Cummings ho 
Alma G ho 
Trask, Laforest E far 
Amy E V (Day ho 
W 
Wyman, Esther A (Wing ho 
•Josephine C t r 
•Mabel N cl 
Wyman, Lindley far 
Lizzie R (Lovejoy ho 
Bessie M t r 
Ernest G pi 
Paulina pi 
Wyman, John H far 
Lucy A (Warren ho 
*Jessie L ho 
Ward, Abigail P (Taylor ho 
Weeks, Levi A retired 
*Gustavus L painter 
Lizzie E ho 
•Gorham D mach 
Weeks, Del win L far 
Stella B (Bartlett ho 
Williams. Annie J ho 
Woodcock, Sewell M retired 
ho 
mer 
ho 
ho 
ho 
Esther M (Brackett 
*Herbert S 
*Annett E 
Stella M 
Wood, Elizabeth (Wood 
*Julia E 
Wood, Barzille car & far 
Idella A (Soule ho 
Izetta A ho 
Alton B far 
Ernest E pi 
I d a B 
Win»', Flora E (Baker ho 
*Chas A car 
R R shop *Fred P 
York, Sarah T (Bowman ho 
*Chas L teamster 
Geo B far 
Mames E teamster 
York, Geo B far & car 
Jennie M (Frost ho 
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W A T E R V I L L E R . F . D . 3 8 
Ames, Fostina ( ho 
Clyde B Pi 
Cecil H 
Avery, Thomas W far 
I d a C ho 
Avery, Chas E far 
Eva M (Blanchard ho 
Walter E pl 
R u t h G Pi 
Alton L pl 
Dorothy 
Harold L 
B 
Bowman, Scott L far 
Blanch H (Bowman ho 
Ralph 
Bowman, L E far & painter 
Rose (Reynolds ho 
*Winthrop H T nurse 
Blanch H ho 
Barnard, Geo A far 
Jennie F (Jones ho 
Florence E Pl 
Isabel J Pl 
Bowman, Geo F far 
Jennie E (Bowman ho 
*Arthur W clothier 
*Fred R phy 
Bowman, Frank far 
*Dennis E law 
*Helen H ho 
Berdeen, Chas B car 
Eliza L (Hallett ho 
*Fred A upholsterer 
*Nellie A ho 
Bicklord, Eva F ho 
Bowman, Phoebe (Richards ho 
Isaac N far 
*Olive ho 
Augustus A far 
*William E mill op • 
Bowman, William H far 
Bridges, B Frank far 
Annie B (Nelson ho 
Ruby Fay pl 
Bowman, Maurice H far 
Edith N (Corson ho 
Phyllis E 
Blanchard, Hannah (Ballen-
tine ho 
Silas W far 
•Everett C far 
*Haryey C blk 
Addie M ho 
Lillian L ho 
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*EVA M ho 
Bryant, Cordelia 
Bragg, Sarah A (Grant ho 
Evan H far 
Mary G nurse 
Barton, Greenleaf far 
Barton, Elizabeth A (Carr ho 
*Frederick E real est agt 
Barton, Geo S far 
Bean, Mark far 
Louisa C (Smiley ho 
S Jennie ho 
Bourne, Frank car & far 
Lauia C (Robbins ho 
Emily A 
Cross, Ellen A (Reynolds ho 
*Vose E 
painter & paper h°r 
"Harmon S 
Clark, Sew all A far 
Emma W (Whitehouse ho 
Amy M ho 
Cecil W st u 
Lena C ho 
D 
Darling, Selinda (Sibley ho 
*Flora M ho 
Davies, Chester E far 
Alice A (Perry ho 
Lillian M tr 
•Edith L ho 
Davis, Chas 0 far 
Annie L (Goodhue 
Clinton 0 
Drummond, J O far 
Climina W (Shorey ho 
•Ada M ho 
Albert M nurse 
Arthur F t r 
Drummond, Arthur F tr 
Catherine M (Morrill ho 
Erma M ho 
Rutherford M pi 
Delina D pi 
•Robert R lab 
Damren Carrie S (Jones ho 
•Robert E box shop 
*Chas 0 nurse 
•Walter E mill wk 
•Maud A ho 
•Allie P far 
•Thomas G car 
Field. Ruel far 
Clarissa II (Crowell ho 
•Eva A tr 
•Harriet E milliner 
James A far 
Field, John H far 
Ora E (Perkins ho 
Vernon H pi 
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Pearl L pl H 
Field, James A far 
Minnie A (Burgess ho Houghton, Chas A far 
Field, Judi th F (Weeks ho Alice F (Soule ho 
Chas A •Ella M ho 
David A far Maud A ho 
Field, David A far Geo A far 
Effle M (Corson ho Lizzie B ho 
*Alice May ho Frank E lab 
Agnes L ho Hallett, Elma J far 
Edward A far Hallett , Chas H far 
Hester A Pl Esther C tr 
Helen F Pl Jennie (Martin ho 
Field, Chas A far Hallett, Chas A far 
Ernest B eng Harr iet A (Kinney ho 
Leonard A far *Janet E ho 
Field, Fred K far *Ernest S soldier 
Field, James A lab Rosie E ho 
Minnie A (Burgess ho Guy D Pl 
Faught , Greenwood C Morton pl 
Harr is W Pl 
G Hallett , Solomon H far 
Harr ie t (Smith ho 
Gilman, Cyrus W far Chas A far 
*Walter W sect hand Chester F far 
*James L mill wk Elmer J far 
•Alvin H blk Eliza L ho 
Lizzie W (Scribner ho Hallett , F rank M far 
Eliza A tr F lora E (Nason ho 
Lottie J t r Jessie A Pl 
Goodhue, David S lab Perley 
Lucy M (Nason ho Haskell, William B far 
Alice D (Kenney ho 
Walter B pl 
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Beatrice V Pi Hutchinson, Luther C far 
Hamlin, Philena P (Robinson Laura A (Brag"; ho 
ho Hussey, Benjamin F mer 
•GeoH S Jennie (Bean ho 
Internat ional P Co 
•Mary E ho J 
Mennie H typewriter 
Haralin, Fred 0 far Jones, Albion N far 
Fred W far H a t t i e M (Daggett ho 
*Verna C Hardware dl Jones, Atwood F far 
Eva B (Mitchell bo * Leslie M far 
Rena May pl *Laforest A salesman 
Isabel B Pi *S Isabel ho 
Carrol D pl *Lucene A s shop 
Elizabeth Pl *Edson R C salesman 
Harry H Pl Mabel C (Rowell ho 
Martin Mildred A Pl 
FRANK R. PARTRIDGE 
Apothecary 
Proprietor of 
TEMPLE PHARMACY 
A complete stock of Pure Medicines. Trusses, Suspenso-
ries, Supporters, Toilet and Fancy Articles, and all goods 
usually sold a t other first-class Drug Stores. Prescriptions 
a Specialty. Endorsed by Physicians and Public for Skill, 
Care, Accuracy and Cleanliness. 
A safe place t o buy all goods sold 
b y Druggists a t Lowest Prices 
Foot of Winthrop St., Cor. Market Sq., in Allen's Block 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 
TELEPHONE 
233—3 
BS7 
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James, Carrie L (Clark 
•Esther S 
Addie 
K 
Kimball, Benjamin 
ho 
ho 
Linscott, Francis J ho 
Light, Bert lab 
Maud A (Houghton ho 
Beatrice M 
Lyon, W P far 
Julia A ho 
"Clyde H steam fitter 
Jennie J Pi 
Lyon, Ambrose H far 
Lydia A (Dunbar ho 
Guy H pl 
Budd W Pi 
E v a M Pl 
Lothrop, James H lab 
Edith J (Hughes ho 
Hazel M Pl 
OlgaB 
M 
Minot, James far 
Rhoda K (Knowles ho 
Hubbard C restaurant 
Moore, Frank C far 
Mary W (Merrill ho 
Moore, Enos- L far 
Moore, Minnie C ho 
Moore, Alice M ho 
Moore, Antoinette R pl 
N 
Nason, Geo W far 
Lucy M ho 
Nelson, Freeman far 
Dorcas (Holt ho 
Asa H far 
Nelson, Asa H far 
Maud A (McAllister ho 
Orland C 
Leona 
Perkins, William E far 
Bell C (Perkins ho 
Russell 
Palmer, James M far 
Lucinda E (Eaton ho 
Olive M 
supt of schools & ho 
Perkins, Daniel F far 
Delia M (Bickford ho 
Vernon J 
R 
Roundy, Faustena L (Ames 
ho 
Robbins, Edwin E far 
Robbins, Bertha »S ho 
Robbins, Geo C car 
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s T 
Swift, Etta B ho Taylor, Nathan W retired 
Sawtelle, Moses far Bertelle L far 
Martha A (Soule ho Taylor, Chas S far 
Sawtelle, Augustus M far Maud N (Swift ho 
Dora (Perry ho Weston K Pi 
•Alice M ho Taylor, Bertelle L far 
*Melvin E law Ina M (Swift ho & drmkr 
Philip P stu Emma C stu 
Sawtelle, Ralph H far Tilton, Geo A far 
E M (Drummond ho Nina H (Harris ho 
Stephens, Arthur D far Clifton D pi 
Minnie J (Penney ho Roland M Pi 
SPaul pl Harold A 
Ruey Florence Pi 
Kenneth S Pi 
If Nason Makes Your 
Clothing it Fits 
Suits made to your measure $16, $18, $20 to $40 
Trousers $5 to $10 
Hundreds of styles in Worsteds, Cassimers, Scotches, Cheviots and Serges 
to select from. Work and Fit Guaranteed. 
CHARLES a NASON 
merchant Tailon 
257 Water Street Augusta, Maine 
100 CENSUS 
NON-RESIDENTS 
B E L G R A D E A N D S I D N E Y 
WHERE NAME OF STATE IS NOT 
A 
Abbott, Alice M 
R F D 1 , Norridgewock 
Austin, Bell Augusta 
Austin, Lillian Augusta 
Ames, Winnifred Oakland 
Anderson, Chas J 
Station A Boston, Mass 
Anderson, Oscar H Oakland 
Anderson, Elvira 
Station A Boston, Mass 
B 
Barton, F E 
19 Congress St, Boston, Mass 
Bowman, Sadie E Oakland 
Bailey, Manley H Waterville 
Black, Gertrude M 
R F D 8 , Hallowell 
Ballard, Hattie M 
R F I) 3G, Oakland 
Ballard, Willie Z Manchester 
Ballard, Fred W 
Wehawken, N J 
Ballard, Chas C 
226 Water, Augusta 
GIVEN M A I N E IS UNDERSTOOD 
Ballard, Ralph C Augusta 
Bowman, Winthrop H 
254 Highland Ave, 
Somerville, Mass 
Bowman, Arthur W 
27 Winter, Boston, Mass 
Bowman, Fred R 
609 Chambers Ave, 
Boston, Mass 
Bowman, Helen H 
Hartford, Conn 
Bowman, Dennis E Waterville 
Berdeen, Fred S Fairfield 
Berdeen, Nellie A 
23 Carlos, Bath 
Bowman, Olive Presque Isle 
Bowman, William E 
193 East Merrimac, 
Lowell, Mass 
Blanchard, Eva M 
Norwood, Mass 
Blanchard, Harvey C 
Hingham, Mass 
Blanchard, Everett C 
Hingham, Mass 
Bragg, May G 
City Hospital, Maiden, Mass 
Bean, Flora M 
East Boston, Mass 
Bean, Blanch A 
West Newton, Mass 
Blaisdell, Eben W 
154 Water, Augusta 
Brown, Daniel J 
143 Warren Ave, Boston, Mass 
Brown, Fred Brewer 
Brown, Nellie M 
143 Essex, Bangor 
Bunker, Hatt ie M 
Box 102, Winslow 
Bunker, Wiufred E Oakland 
Bunker, Oscar Oakland 
Baehelder, Grace A 
4 Hampshire, Auburn 
Baehelder, Ernest L 
Newton Center, Mass 
Bunker, Lillian I Winslow 
Butterfield, Minnie J 
Farmington 
Butterfield, Nettie C Turner 
Butterfield, Scott L Industry 
Butterfield, Joseph H 
New York City 
Butterfield, Kit t ie M 
Central Village, Mass 
Butterfield, Lillian F 
Central Village, Mass 
Bickford, F rank B 
South Smithfield 
Bickford, William H 
North Livermore 
>US 101 
Bickford, Eoss M 
Cedar Falls, l a 
Bickford, Milford Mt Vernon 
Bickford, Harold D Waterville 
Bickford, Howard W 
Norridgewock 
Bickford, Fred W Manchester 
Bickford, Rosco D 
Bakerville, N J 
Bickford, Hannah 
South Smithfield 
Bickford, Eliza M New Sharon 
Bigelow, Philando L Turner 
Bigelow, Albion Spragues Mills 
Bigelow, Geo W Lowell, Mass 
Bickford, Amos 0 
North Fairfield 
Bickford, Florence D 
70 Weston Ave, Waterville 
C 
Clifford, Florence E 
Wabash, Ind 
Cowan, Arthur H 
69% Florence, Somerville, Mass 
Cowan, William W 
92 South Common, 
Lynn, Mass 
Coran, Pauline Lewiston 
Coran, Sadie Augusta 
Coran, J oh n Al bany N Y 
Coran, Fannie 
Pine, Waterville 
ISUS 102 CEN 
Chandler, Philip Z 
71 Court, Bath 
Clark, Chas R Bar Harbor 
Clark, Edwin Bar Harbor 
Cummings, Annie B 
20 Preston Pool, Mass 
Cummings, Arthur B 
Shirley Ctr, Mo 
Cummings, Jennie B H 
Princeton, Mass 
Cummings, Chas F Oakland 
Colby, Frederick W 
50 Congress, Boston, Mass 
Colby, Clarence C GO Battle, 
Cambridge, Mass 
Colby, Florence Boston, Mass 
Cummings, Elmer W 
South Gardiner 
Cobb, Annie Alaska 
Collier, Addie E 
82 Weston Ave, Waterville 
Cook, John M 
Flanders, Michigan 
Cook, Sarah F 
R F D 1 , Newport 
Cook, DoraL R F D 1 Pittsfield 
Cross, Vose E 41 Clement Ave 
Peabody, Mass 
Cross, Harmon S Tilton, N H 
D 
Darling, Flora M Enfield 
Davies, Edith L 792 Main 
Westbrook 
Damren, Ellen J Route 36 
Oakland 
Damren, John M Mt Vernon 
Damren, F rank W 
Route 3. Augusta 
Damren, Herbert M 17 Maple 
Augusta 
Damren, Fred P Route 3 
Augusta 
Damren, Maurice A 
Lawrence, Mass 
Damren, Emma E 17 Maple 
Augusta 
Damren, Dora C Oakland 
Damren, Jerome Oakland 
Damren, Hat t i e E Oakland 
Damren, Sadie F Oakland 
Damren, Wesley D Rome 
Damren, John M Augusta 
Downward, Alice A 
247 West 66th, New York City 
Damren, Eliza May Box 17 
Norridgewock 
Damren, Jennie M 115 State 
Augusta 
Damren, Nina B Box 127 
Oakland 
E 
Ellis, Chas L Somerville, Mass 
Ellis, Edith A 34 Elm 
Waterville 
Eldred, Caroline H R F D 28 
Readfield Depot 
Ellis, Christina 
South Smithfield 
Ellis, Wellington Oakland 
Ellis, David B Oakland 
Ellis, Orrison Jr R F D 34 
Oakland 
F 
Freeman, Clarence A Augusta 
Freeman, Chester Augusta 
Freeman, Eddie E 
St Louis, Mo 
Field, Eva A 14 Oakland Ave 
Auburndale, Mass 
Field, Alice May Oakland 
Field, Harriet 
Auburndale, Mass 
Faught, Cora A Oakland 
Faught, Alice M Lakeside 
Fifleld, Alfred P Augusta 
Faught, Mary I Stratton 
Foss, Augusta L 33 Franklin 
Augusta 
Fish, Wm E Fairfield 
Fish, Howard L 16 Alice 
East Lynn, Mass 
Fish, Walter P 16 Alice 
East Lynn, Mass 
Farnham, Hiram E Tabor, la 
Farnham, Mary B 
Arlington Heights, Mass 
Farnham, Carrie L Augusta 
Farnham, Roscoe S 142 Grove 
Augusta 
SUS 103 
Farnham, Alphonso P 
147 Weston Ave 
Carnbridgeport, Mass 
Farnham, Albert E Rome 
Farnham, Arthur E 
Creede, Col, Box 45 
Farnham, Wallace 
Creede, Col, Box 45 
Fletcher, Wallace H 
Washington St, Boston, Mass 
Fletcher, J R 146 Franklin 
Boston, Mass 
Fletcher, Edwin J 32 Otis 
Boston, Mass 
Fletcher, Mellen B 
273 Congress, Boston, Mass 
Farnham, Chas Oakland 
Farnham, Flora Rome 
Farnham, Bert Rome 
Farnham, Nora May 
Belgrade Lakes 
Furbush, Amos W Oakland 
G 
Goodhue, Clinton H 
New London, N H 
Gilman, Walter W 
New Bedford, Mass 
Gilman, James L 
Cambridge, Maes 
Gilman, Alvin H Oakland 
Glazier, Joseph A Gardiner 
Glazier, Thomas H 
Box 23, Maynard, Mass 
JSUS 104 CEIs 
Glazier, Sarah J Kiverside 
Guptill, Arthur E 
145 Main, Fitchburg, Mass 
Guptill, Levi A 
25 Pleasant, Woodfords 
Golder, .Maud K 
64 Huntington Ave, Boston 
Gleason, Ervin B 
57 Grant, Portland 
Gleason, Georgia A 
Gleason, Ida V Oakland 
Gleason, Lillian M 
Franklin, Mass 
Gleason, Carrie I 
4(J9 Washington, Boston 
Gleason, May E 
Church St, Oakland 
Gleason, Leon C 
43 Summer, Lynn, Mass 
H 
Hetherington, Agnes L 
Skowhegan 
Herrick, Lillian M Waterville 
Hill, E t t a Belgrade 
Houghton, Ella M 
Route 37, Waterville 
Hallett , J E 
R F D 22, Winthrop, 
Hallett, Ernest S 
U S S Perrie, Va 
Hamlin, Geo H Orono 
Hamlin, Mary E 
73 Montfort, Boston, Mass 
Hamlin, Jennie II Augusta 
Hamlin, Yernie C 
Jingleam Center, Mass 
Hastings, Caroline A 
4159 20th, San Francisco, Cal 
Hastings, Grace H 
Dorchester, Mass 
Hughes, Lot t ie L 
E a s t Pi t ts ton 
Higgins, Minnie M 
378 West Madison, Chicago 
Hammond, Blanch M 
Route 3, Augusta 
Hawes, F rank 
Route 7, Augusta 
Hallett, Ora L Bath 
Henderson, Georgia A 
Henderson, John P Gardiner* 
Henderson, Sophia J Lincoln 
Henderson, Ida M 
New Harbor , N S 
Hanson, Percy E 
Route 28, Readfield 
Hathaway, Nathan 
Yonkers, New York 
Ham, Frank J 
115 Sta te , Augusta 
Ham, Wallace A 
61 Burrill Ave, Lynn, Mass 
Hutchins, Bertrand 
Huff, Leroy L 
102 Locust, Fall River, Mass 
Huff, Ella F South SmithnVld 
Huff, Geo H Oakland 
CENSUS 105 
Higgins, Chas L 
98 Florence, Springfield 
J 
James, Henry E Bristol, E I 
James, Edson S California 
James, Lorin S China 
James, John F Hallowell 
James, Nellie E 
Haverhill, Mass 
James, Sarah B China 
Jones, Leslie M 
Keadtield Depot 
Jones, Laforest A 
Carol St, Porloge, Wis 
Jones, S Isabell 
250 Court, Auburn 
Jones, Lucene A 
Readfield Depot 
Jones, Edson R C 
Green Bay, Wis 
Johnson, Mary E 
212 Franklin, Port land 
Johnson, Jul ia E 
23 Boyd, Por t land 
Johnson, Ernest E 
23 Boyd, Por t land 
Johnson, Daisy E 
106 Pine, Lewiston 
Judkins, Frank H Auburn 
Judkins, Stanley L 
Judkins, Clara E Burnham 
Judkins, Edna L 
Providence, R I 
K 
Knowles, William Augusta 
KnoAvles, Bertha A 
14 Rollins, Boston, Mass 
Knowles, Lillian M 
Adams House, Augusta 
Knowles, Eliza A 
Campello, Mass 
Knowles, Henry H 
South Lewiston 
Kelley, Isaac M Clinton 
Kelley, Annie Farmington 
Kelley, Lizzie M Farmington 
L 
Longley, Henry W 
86th, Auburn 
Longley, Preston A 
82 Chestnut, South Portland 
Lincoln, Edgar W 
Harding, Mass 
Lyon, Clyde H 
South Braintree, Mass 
Leighton,Fred A Lisbon Falls 
Leigh ton, Herbert M 
Manchester, N H 
Leigbton, Ella F Augusta 
Liscomb, Harvey C 
Libby, Melvin G 
Readfield Depot 
Lord, Laura E Lakewood, R I 
Lord, Will E RFD 5, Augusta 
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Lord, Sadie F 
14 Western Ave, Augusta 
Lord, Alice 
91 Danforth, Portland 
Lord, Fred C Kennebunk 
Lovejoy, Alice M 
22 Bridge, Augusta 
Larkin, Willie T Oakland 
Larkin, Marshall M Waterville 
Larkin, Percy B Oakland 
Lovejoy, Etta M 
West Durry, N H 
Lovejoy, Stella H Waterville 
M 
Manter, Bertha A Waterville 
Minot, Blanch S 
Sycamore St, Waverly Mass 
Minot, J Clair 
22 Chapel, Augusta 
Montgomery, William E 
Boston 
Montgomery, James F Boston 
Montgomery, Edith E 
New York City 
Mosier, Foster Rome 
Mills, Joseph M Auburn 
Mills, Genieve L 
84 Front, Waterville 
Mills, Emma M Oakland 
Merrow, Alton C 
Box 201 Dickinson, No Dak 
Merrow, Lettie May 
Box 201 Dickinson, No Dak 
N 
Nichols, Joseph S Augusta 
Nichols, Susan A Augusta 
Nichols, Rose M Augusta 
Nichols. Chas G Augusta 
Nichols, Sarah L 
Newburg, New York 
Noyes, Frank L 
R F D 7 Augusta 
P 
Peavey, Lillian M 
R F D 36 Oakland 
Philbrick, Fred H Keene, N H 
Page, Almeda F Augusta 
Penney, Eliza E 
3 Delling Place, Boston 
Penney, Martin L 
Saugus, Mass 
Penney, Justin B 
98 Auburn, Campello 
Penney, Geo A 
East Bridgewater, Mass 
Penney, John W Auburn 
Perkins, Ora E 
Route 38 Waterville 
Pray, Chas M Jr 
Philadelphia, Pa 
Pray, Nellie C 
54 Sidney, Boston 
Pray, Mary A 
63 Windsor, Boston 
Page, Laura A 
South Smithfield 
Page, Henry J Lakewood, R I 
Page, Carrie M 
Eas t Mt Vernon 
Page, Minnie E Providence RI 
Page, Geo W Honolulu 
Page, John A Honolulu 
Page, Flora A 
Cambridge, Mass 
Partridge, Frederick E Greene 
Perkins, Daniel F Sidney 
Priest, Cassie B Waterville 
R 
Ray, William E 
17 Ellery, South Boston 
Robinson, Florence 
R F D 3G, Oakland 
Robinson, Chas A 
R F D 36, Oakland 
Robinson, Stephen J 
28 High, Augusta 
Robinson, Cynthia E 
28 High, Augusta 
Robinson, Allura A Augusta 
Robinson, Leslie S 
R F D 7, Augusta 
Robinson, F rank B 
R F D 5, Augusta 
Reynolds, Chas L 
Whitneyville 
Reynolds, E L a u r a Lubec 
SUS 107 
Reynolds, Horace G Boston 
Reynolds, Lucy E Hallowell 
Reynolds, J A Waterville 
Reynolds, Fannie B 
South Gardiner 
Reynolds, Robert H 
Stoughton, Mass 
Reynolds, Gertrude 
Dorchester, Mass 
Reynolds, Alton M 
1949% Center 
W Roxbury, Mass 
Reynolds, William A 
6 North Place, Augusta 
Reynolds, Abbie E 
12 Glendon, Augusta 
Russell, Jennie F Biddeford 
Richardson, Alice May 
Waterville 
Richardson, Hadley S 
S Smithfield 
Rowe, Chas A 
290 Main, Auburn 
S 
Swift, Flora L 
159 Clifton Ave 
Campello, Mass 
Swift, Henry M 
R F D 2, Augusta 
Smith, Geo E Augusta 
Smith, Delia Augusta 
Smith, Eugene Augusta 
Smith, Darius Augusta 
sfSUS 108 CEr^  
Smith, Elma E Augusta 
Sawtelle, Daisy M Oakland 
Scribner, J Henry Bangor 
Spaulding, Dexter Waterville 
Scanks, Daniel B 
Marlboro, Mass 
Scanks, Eva K 
Marlboro, Mass 
Scanks, Alice R 
Haverhill, Mass 
Scanks, Carrie B 
Ipswich, Mass 
Smith, Estella M 
9 Hume Ave, Medford 
Smith, Emma G 
9 Hume Ave, Medford 
Sawtelle, Alice M 
116 Winthrop, Augusta 
Sawtelle, Melvin E 
9 Patterson, Augusta 
Sibley, Percy L 
Pueblo, Cal 
Swift, William E 
Great Falls, Mont 
Swift, Henry A 
So Union Sta, Boston, Mass 
Swift, James E 
142 Pleasant, Lynn, Mass 
Sawtelle, Helen G 
Williston, Boston 
Sawtelle, Chas B 
67 Tower, Forest Hill, Boston 
Stevens, Arthur E 
R F D, Littonton, N H 
Stevens, Geo A Lisbon, N H 
Stevens^ Freeman L 
Lisbon, N H 
Stevens, Alice A E Livermore 
Smith, Maria B Augusta 
Smith, Mary S Friendship 
Stoddard, Harry A 
17 Greenlief, Augusta 
Stoddard, Eva W 
So State, Augusta 
Stevens, John W New York 
Stevens, Isaac W Pittsfleld 
Stevens, Nellie J Madison 
Spaulding, Emma F Oakland 
Spaulding, John F 
+6 Quimby, Augusta 
Stevens, Arthur A 
R F D 6, Augusta 
Shaw, Alice E 
10 Square, Atlantic, Mass 
Stevens, Sylvia B 
Box 397 Hallowell 
Stanley, Allen W 
Norridgewock 
Sawtelle, Byron G Oakland 
Sawtelle, Willis P E Oakland 
T 
Tibbetts, Emma G 
Tibbetts, Lillian E 
Tibbetts, Alice M 
Insane Hosp, Augusta 
Tibbetts, Annie L 
R F D 1 , Norridgewock 
Tilson, Clyde E 
Lower State , Augusta 
Tilton, John F 
26 Myrtle, E Dedham, Mass 
Townsend, Climena 
103 Warren, 
Charleston, Mass 
Taylor, Alice G Augusta 
Trask, Geo L 
Trask, Ida M 
Towle, Annie 
163 Blake, Auburn 
Towle, Thomas H 
New Sharon 
Thayer, Chas A 
Thayer, Frank 
68 Weston Ave, Augusta 
Trask, Geo S 
Box 76, Hallowell 
Trask, Samuel A Bangor 
Trask, Lizzie 
63 Commercial, Por t land 
W 
Wing, Chas A 145 Workman 
North Angeles, Cal 
Wing, Fred P 145 Workman 
North Angeles, Cal 
Wyman, Josephine C 
901 Mass Ave 
Cambridge, Mass 
109 
Wyman, Mabel N 
31 Grove, Augusta 
Wyman, Jessie L Belgrade 
Wyman, Gustavus L 
13 Percival Court, Waterville 
Weeks, Gorham D 
28 Maple, Bath 
Ward, Annie E Presque Isle 
Ward, Lizzie M Mercer 
Ward, Flora E 
Bass River, N B 
Wixon, Frank A Berwick 
Weeks, Alvin H 
Amesbury, Mass 
Weeks, Electa A Mass 
Weeks, A B Boston 
Weeks, Elvira M 
151 West Court, Boston 
W'aite, Chas A 
334 Albany, Boston 
Waite, Fernald S 
Police Station 5, Boston 
Wellman, Ervin E Augusta 
Wellman, John A Auburn 
Worcester, Sarah M Bath 
Webb, Thomas M 
14 Maxwell, Bath 
Wyman, Almon P 
Waterville 
Wyman, Chas P 
i o i West, sup Duluth, Minn 
Wallace, Helen I Skowhegan 
SUS 
110 CENSUS 
York, Chas L 
40 Haverhill, 
Charlston, Mass 
York, Chas E 
Charleston, Mass 
Yeaton, Carrie L 
128 West 64th, New York City 
Yeaton, Annie M 
23 Stone, Augusta 
Yeaton, Walter E 
45 Worcester Ave 
Springfield, Mass 
Yeaton, Agnes New Sharon 
Yeaton, Harrison 
135 Adams, Chicago 
Yeaton, Addie St Paul , Minn 
IDalne Ulcsleyan Seminary 
and Woman's College 
The Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Woman 's College 
offers unexcelled educational advantages in Art, Oratory, 
Music, both vocal and instrumental, in i ts Business College, 
in its three College Prepara to ry courses, its two Seminary 
courses and its Woman's College. 
E X P E N S E S L O W 
Write for information to 
WILBUR F. BERRY, President 
K E N T ' S H I L L , M A I N E 
Belgrade and Sidney. 
Qeneral Reference HUM.... 
P R E S I D E N T S O F T H E U N I T E D STATES. 
NATIVE TEKM OF 
STATE OFFICE DIED 
George Washington, Fed.—Virginia, 1789 to 1797, Dec. 14, 1799 
John Adams, Fed.—Massachusetts, 1797 to 1801, July 4, 1826 
Thomas Jefferson, Rep.—Virginia, 1801 to 1809, July 4, 1826 
James Madison, Rep.—Virginia, 1809 to 1817, June 28, 1836 
James Munroe, Rep.—Virginia, 1817 to 1825, July 4, 1831 
John Q. Adams, Rep.—Mass., 1825 to 1829, Feb. 23, 1848 
Andrew Jackson, Dem.—S. Carolina, 1829 to 1837, June 8, 1845 
Martin Van Buren, Dem.—N. Y., 1837 to 1841, July 24, 1862 
Wm. H. Harrison, Whig—Virginia, 1841, April 4, 1841 
John Tyler, Dem.—Virginia, 1841 to 1845, Jan. 17, 1862 
James K. Polk, Dem.—N. Carolina, 1845 to 1849, June 15, 1849 
Zachary Taylor, Whig—Virginia, 1849 to 1850, July 9, 1850 
Millard Fillmore, Whig—New York, 1850 to 1853, Mar. 10, 1874 
Franklin Pierce, Dem.—N. H., 1853 to 1857, Oct. 8, 1869 
James Buchanan, Dem.—Pa., 1857 to 1861, June 1, 1868 
Abraham Lincoln, Rep.—Kentucky, 1861 to 1865, Apr. 15, 1865 
11 Belgrade and Sidney. 
Andrew Johnson, Dem.—N. C , 1865 to 1869, July 31, 1875 
Ulysses S. Grant, Rep.—Ohio, 1869 to 1877, Ju ly 23, 1885 
Rutherford B. Hayes, Rep.—Ohio, 1877 to 1881, Jan. 17, 1893 
James A. Garfield, Rep.—Ohio, 1881, Sept. 19, 1881 
Chester A. Arthur, Rep.—Vermont, 1831 to 1885, Nov. 18, 1886 
Grover Cleveland, Dem.—N. Jersey, 1885 to 1889. 
Benjamin Harrison, Hop.—Ohio, 1889 to 1893, Mar. 13, 1900 
Grover Cleveland, Dein.—N. Jersey, 1893 to 1897. 
William McKinley, Rep.—Ohio, 1897 to 1901, Sept. 13, 1901 
Theodora Roosevelt, Rep.—N. York, 1901. 
GOVERNORS OF MAINE. 
1820 William King, Bath. 
1821 William D. Williamson, Bangor, Acting. 
1821 Benjamin Ames, Bath, Acting. 
1822 Albion K. Parris, Paris. 
1827 Enoch Lincoln, Portland, (d). 
1829 Nathun Cutler, Farmington, Acting. 
1830 Jona. G. Hunton, Readfield. 
1831 Samuel E. Smith, Wiscasset. 
1834 Robert P . Dunlap, Brunswick. 
1838 Edward Kent, Bangor. 
1839 John Fairfield, Saco. 
1841 Edward Kent, Bangor. 
1842 John Fan-field, Saco. 
1843 John Fairfield, Saco, (elected to XT. S. Senate). 
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5 Hancock, 1903, '04, '09, '10, Edward E. Chase, Bluehill. 
Knox, 1907, '08, 
Waldo, 1905, '06, '11, '12, 
6 Penobscot, 1903, '04, '05, '06, '09, '10, '11, '12, Nath'l M. Jones, 
Piscataquis, 1907, '08, Bangor. 
7 Aroostook, 1907, '08, '09, '10, '11, '12, George A. Murchie, 
Washington, 1903, '04, '05, '06, Calais. 
OFFICE SALARY. 
Byron Boyd, Augusta, Secretary of State, $1,500 
*Arthur I. Brown, Belfast, Deputy Secretary of State, 1,500 
J. E. Alexander, Richmond, Chief Clerk to Sec. of State, 1,200 
*Abel D. Russell, Weld, En 'g Clerk to Sec. of State, 1,000 
Anna P. Ladd, Augusta, Clerk to Secretary of State, 1,000 
*0. Smith, Litchfield, State Treasurer, 2,000 
Geo. M. Seideis, Portland, Attorney-general, 1,000 
A. B. Farnham, Bangor, Adjutant-general, 1,500 
N. S. Purinton, W . Bowdoin, Private Sec. to Governor, 1,200 
Francis Keefe, Eliot, Messenger. 
*Addie French, Winthrop, Stenographer to Exec. Dept. 
*W. W. Stetson, Auburn, State Supt. Public Schools, 1,500 
*Edgar E. Ring, Orono, Land Agt. and Forest Com., 1,000 
*Charles W Curtis, Brewer, Clerk. 
*S. W. Carr, Bowdoinham, Insurance Commissioner, 1,500 
Chas. W. Fletcher, Augusta, Deputy Ins. Commissioner, 1,000 
*F. E. Timberlake, Phillips, Bank Examiner, 1,800 
*E. C. Stevens, Chelsea, Supt. of Public Buildings, 1,200 
J. M. Leavitt, Ken'bunkport, State Liquor Commissioner, 1,500 
Tl Belgrade and Sidney. 
Pension Clerk, 
Com. Indus'l and Labor Stat 
Clerk. 
Com. of Agriculture, 
Inspector W., F., M., etc. 
> Railroad Commiss'rs, 
*E. C. Milliken, Portland, 
*S. W . Matthews, Caribou, 
•Charles J . House, Monson, 
A. W. Gilman, Foxcroft, 
C. E. Atwood, Biddeford, 
Joseph B. Peaks, Dover, 
Benj. F . Chadboume, Biddeford, 
Parker Spofford, Bucksport, 
*E. C. Farrington, Fryeburg, Clerk to R. R. Commiss'rs, 
Francis C. Peaks, Dover, Assistant Clerk, 
Otis Hayford, Canton, i 
George Pottle, Lewiston, I State Assessors, 
*F. M. Simpson, Bangor, J 
James Plummer, Augusta, Clerk to State Assessors, 
Leonard D. Carver, Augusta, State Librarian, 
Ernest W. Emery, Augusta, Assistant Librarian. 
Mary L. Carver, Augusta, Cataloguer. 
Edw. Wiggin, Presque Isle, Clerk to Supt. Pub. Schools, 
Chas. B. Caldwell, Augusta, Treasurer's Clerk, 
Melvin W. Wiswell, Brewer, Treasurer's Clerk, 
Daniel W . Emery, Augusta, Treasurer's Clerk, 
Thomas Clark, Tremont, Clerk to Adjt. General, 
Charles E. Davis, Portland, Clerk to Adjt. General. 
L. T. Carleton, Winthrop, 
Henry O. Stanley, Dixfiekl, 
Edgar E. Ring, Orono, 
A. R. Nickerson, Booth. Har., Com. of Seashore Fisheries, 
Henry R. Cowan, Bangor, Keeper of State Arsenal, 
Commissioners of Inland 
Fisheries and Game, 
1,200 
, 1,500 
1,500 
2,500 
2,000 
2,000 
1,500 
1,200 
1,500 
1,500 
1,500 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,500 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
100 
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Sam'l B. Kelsey, Portland, i 
_ „ . „ „ , . „ .. , I Commissioners of Harbor and C. W. T. Goding, Portland, V 
TT ^ i T> , * I T i c l a l Waters. 
Cyrus H. Farley, Portland, J 
F. 0 . Beal, Bangor, \ 
John M. Deering, Saco, J. Cattle Commissioners. 
F. S. Adams, Bowdoin, J 
F. H. Wilson, Brunswick, ) 
Percy L. Lord, Calais, y Commissioners of Pharmacy. 
Jos. F . Young, Augusta, J 
Geo. H. Hunt, Old Town, Agent Penobscot Indians, 200 
Chas. A. Rolfe, Princeton, Agent Passamaq'dy Indians, 200 
Whitman Sawyer, Portland, i 
Wtn. L. Scribner, Springfield, I Inspectors of Prison and Jails. 
Albion P. Gordon, Fryeburg, J 
John M. Taylor, South Portland, 
• Inspectors of Steamboats 
John R. McDonald, Addison 
H. P. Furrow, Belmont, (Ct.) Inspector of Dams and Reservoirs. 
* Indicates official P . O. at Augusta. 
S T A T E I N S T I T U T I O N S . 
INSANE HOSPITALS. 
Trustees.—Salary, $2.00 per day and travel. 
Frederick Robie, President, Gorham. 
H. T. Powers, Secretary, Fort Fairfield. 
Mrs. J. R. Smith, Litchfield. 
Chas. E. Field, Bangor. 
V1U Belgrade and Sidney. 
Geo. E. Macomber, Augusta. 
Thomas White, Bangor. 
Sidney M. Bird, Rockland. 
MAINE INSANE HOSPITAL—AUGUSTA. 
Officers. 
Bigelow T. Sanborn, M. D., (salary, $2,000) Superintendent. 
H. B. Hill, M. D., (salary, $1,350) Assistant Superintendent. 
H. L. Horsman, M. D., (salary, $1,200) Second Assistant. 
H. K. Stinson, M. D., (salary, $800) Third Assistant. 
Gertrude E. Heath, M. D., (salary, $400) Assistant Physician. 
Manning S. Campbell, (salary, $1,600) Steward and Treasurer. 
Alice G. Twitchell, (salary, $500) Matron. 
Revs. Chas. W. Doherty, Norman McKinnon, C. G. Mosher, 
Chaplains. 
Vermont R. Luce, Supervisor of Male Wards. 
Mrs. Annie D. McLean, Supervisor of Female Wards. 
John A. Getchell, Hospital Clerk. 
Warren P . Doughty, Superintendent's Clerk. 
EASTERN MAINE INSANE HOSPITAL BANGOE. 
George W. Foster, M. D., (salary, $-2,000) Superintendent. 
(Deceased). 
P . H. S. Vaughn, M. D., (salary, $1,200) Assistant Superin-
tendent. (Elected superintendent). 
Burt F. Howard, M. D., (salary $700) Second Assistant. 
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Charles F . Perry, Steward. 
Charles S. Pearl, Treasurer. 
Adelaide C. Brown, Matron. 
Frank D. Friend, Supervisor of Male Wards. 
Revs. C. H. Cutler, Edward McSweeney, A. E. Kingsley, 
Robert A. Jordan, Chaplains. 
Jessie J . Glenn, Supervisor of Female Wards and Chief of 
Training School. 
Leslie W . Somers, Hospital Clerk. 
Isabelle N. Pra t t , Superintendent's Clerk. 
STATE PRISON THOMASTON. 
Hillman Smith, (salary, $1,800) Warden. 
Arthur C. Wyman, (salary, $1,000) Deputy Warden. 
STATE REFORM SCHOOL SOUTH PORTLAND. 
Board meetings third Tuesday of Feburary, May, August and 
November. 
E. P . Wentworth, ($1,000) Superintendent. 
J. Henry Dow, ($700) Assistant Superintendent. 
Trustees—Salary, $2.00 per day and travel. 
Fred Atwood, Winterport, President. 
Chas. L. Hutchinson, Portland, Secretary. 
Marquis F . King, Portland, Treasurer. 
Hiram W . Ricker, South Poland. 
Henry W . Mayo, Hampden. 
X Belgrade and Sidney. 
MAINE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOB GIRLS HALLOWELL. 
Incorporated February 29, 1872. Organized November 12, 
1872. Opened January 20, 1875. Established as a State insti-
tution, March 17, 1899. 
Trustees. 
Andrew Hawes, Portland, President. 
Alfred W . Anthony, Lewiston. 
Chas. H. Dudley, Hallowell. 
Miss Clara M. Farweil, Rockland. 
Mrs. Persis Martin, Augusta. 
State Superintendent of Public Schools, 
Ex-officio on the part of the State. 
Mrs. Mary E. Kir:;. , Principal. 
Flagg-Dummer Hall, (opened January 2, 1875) M. F . Whit-
tier, Matron. 
Baker Hall, (opened December, 1898) Mary E. Mitchell, Matron. 
Erskine Hall, (opened September, 1902) Nancy R. Merrill, 
Matron. 
MILITARY AND NATAL ORPHAN ASYLUM—BATH. 
Incorporated February 23, 1866; opened November 19, 1866. 
Seth T. Snipe, Bath, President. 
John O. Shaw, Bath, Secretary. 
H. A. Duncan, Bath, Treasurer. 
Belgrade and Sidney.
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Trustees Appointed by Governor. 
J. L. Chamberlain, Portland. 
John 0 . Shaw, Bath. 
John M. S. Hunter, Farmington. 
J. L. Merrick, Waterville. 
Trustees Appointed by Corporation. 
S. T. Snipe, Bath ; H. A. Duncan, Bath ; W . H. Watson, Bath. 
Executive Committee. 
S. T. Snipe, Bath ; W . H. Watson, Bath ; John O. Shaw, Bath. 
Committee on Reception and Disposal of Children. 
W. H. Watson, Ba th ; S. T. Snipe, Bath; 
J . L. Merrick, Waterville. 
I N S T I T U T I O N S O F A PUBLIC N A T U R E . 
MAINE GENERAL HOSPITAL PORTLAND. 
Opened October, 1874. 
Officers.—William L. Putnam, Portland, President; Franklin 
R. Barrett, Portland, Secretary and Treasurer. 
Directors Elected by the Corporation. 
S. W Thaxter, President; William H. Moulton, J . W. 
Symouds, Elias Thomas, Thomas L. Talbot, Chas. H. Payson, 
Portland. 
Directors Appointed by the State. 
F. A. Wilson, Bangor; Nath'l Hobbs, North Berwick; William 
W. Brown, Portland. 
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Chas. D. Smith, M. D., Portland, Resident Physician and 
Superintendent; Mrs. Hannah E. Rogers, Matron; Miss Amelia 
L. Smith, Superintendent of Nurses. 
CENTRAL MAINE GENERAL HOSPITAL LEWISTON, 
Opened July, 1891. 
Seth M. Carter, Auburn, President; D. J . Callahan, Lewiston, 
Secretary; L. G. Jordan, Lewiston, Treasurer. 
Directors Elected by the Corporation. 
Seth M. Carter, President; Ara Cushman (deceased), H. M. 
Packard, J. P . Hutchinson, Chas. C. Wilson, Auburn ; S. B. 
Hayes, W. D. Pennell, G. M. Coombs, S. D. Wakefield, T. F . 
Callahan, Lewiston; Geo. P. Emmons, M. D., Resident Physician 
and Superintendent; Miss Eugenia D. Ayers, Matron and Super-
intendent of Nurses. 
EASTERN MAINE GENERAL HOSPITAL BANGOR. 
Opened June 7, 1892. 
Officers—Charles Hamlin, Bangor, President; Edward Stetson, 
Bangor, Vice-President; Charles H. Bartlett, Secretary; Charles 
D. Crosby, Treasurer. 
Trustees—President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer, 
ex-officio; B. B. Thatcher, Hugh R. Chaplin, Hiram H. Fogg, 
Edward McSweeny, Isaiah K. Stetson, J . L. Crosby, Prescott H. 
Vose, Fred W . Ayer, Arthur Chaplin. 
Superintendent of the Hospital—Miss Ellen F . Paine. 
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Medical Staff—Galen M. Woodcock, Atwell W . Swett, Calvin 
P. Thomas, Bertram L. Bryant. 
Surgical Staff—W. H. Simmons, W C. Mason, W. L. Hunt, 
Daniel A. Robinson. 
Adjunct Surgeons—E. B . Sanger, Daniel McCann, John B. 
Thompson, Luther S. Mason. 
Surgeons—Herbert T. Clough, eye and ear; Harry Butler, 
throat and nose; L. S. Chilcott, dental. 
Acting Pathologist and Bacteriologist—B. L. Bryant. 
MAINE E Y E AND EAR INFIRMARY PORTLAND. 
Officers—John F . Hill, Augusta, President; Albion Little, 
Portland; Ammi Whitney, Portland, Vice-Presidents; F . W. 
Searle, Portland, Secretary and Superintendant; F . E . Boothby, 
Portland, Treasurer. 
Executive Committee—Albion Little, Chairman; E. E. Holt, 
Thos. P . Shaw, W S. Eaton, Ammi Whitney, James F . Hawkes. 
Executive Surgeon—E. E. Holt. 
Attending Surgeons—E. E. Holt, D. J . Clough. 
•> Department for Nervous Diseases. 
Addison S. Thayer, A. K. P . Meserve, Physicians. 
Nose and Throat Department. 
Owen Smith, Gilman Davis, Surgeons. 
Miss Edith Whitlock, Matron and Head Nurse. 
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E. L. STAPLES. MELVILLE SMITH. \V. E. MOODY 
Staples, Smith & Moody, 
H I G H G R A D E 
PIANOS AND ORGANS, 
Also n u s i c a l r i e r c h a n d i s e of E v e r y Desc r ip t i on . 
Music Hall, 184 Water St., AUGUSTA, ME. 
Phonographs and Victor Talking Machines. 
STORES : Portland, Augusta, Lewiston, Ellsworth, Rockland. 
This space is reserved for 
C. F. BILODEAU, 
The Popular, One-Price Clotkier of 
Augusta, Maine. 
PROPRIETOR OF 
THE BOSTON CLOTHING STORE, 
Under Hotel North. 
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Standard Storyteller „., >. 
A Monthly Magazinet 
High Grade Readable Stories. Stories that are interesting 
at the very start and keeps up the interst to the very end. & 
A Page of Items - Science, Farm, Household, and Fun. 
FREE Send us your name and address and we will give you a three mouths subscrip-
,,. free, if yon say where you read this notice. A postal card will do. 
Standard Publishing Co., Bryant's Pond, Maine. 
